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Letter from the Rabbi
Dear Members,
As observant Jews, we acknowledge the importance of bringing
our ancient texts to life through active engagement, such as Limud
HaTorah. Involvement in Torah study has the power to strengthen
both the individual and the klal.
Rashi famously comments on Shemos 19:2 that when the Jewish
people camped prior to receiving the Torah they were unified,
“כאיש אחד בלב אחד,” “like one person with one heart.” This was
unique: Rashi points out that other encampments “were with quarrel
and dispute,” teaching that even the anticipation of receiving the
Torah brought unity. How much more so does active engagement
in its study.
A project such as the Young Israel Torah Journal is a vehicle for
unifying us. We each want to know what Hashem asks of us.
Figuring that out is no easy task and could even spur “quarrel and
dispute” as different people have different approaches. However,
when we engage in Torah study, we make a concerted effort to
answer that question from the single source that unites us as a
nation. A united tzibbur is a stronger tzibbur. And a strong tzibbur
sends forth powerful tefillah, which is so important as we embark
on the Yomim Noraim.
Wishing all of our members a happy and healthy new year, full of
achdus and growth in Torah.
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Rabbi Naphtali Burnstein

Editor's Note
The number three appears in many contexts in Jewish
sources: three patriarchs, three Regalim, three societal divisions
(Kohen, Levi, Yisrael), and many more. In preparing this third
volume of Clilei Torah, the “three” context that seems most
relevant is the idea that doing something three times imbues it
with a degree of permanence. To do a thing once might be a fluke;
twice, a coincidence. To do it three times, however, implies a greater
degree of purpose. Once an action is performed for a third time, we
assume the person intends to continue.
It is for this reason that the hataras nedarim (nullification of
vows) recited before Rosh Hashana includes a category of unintentional vows created simply by performing a “good practice”
three times. Barring any stipulation to the contrary, simply doing
something positive three times brings an act into the category of
chazaka, with a level of permanence that can only be undone via
the formal process of hataras nedarim.
It has been an honor and privilege to work on the three volumes
of our Torah Journal to date, and it is with tremendous excitement
that I note that we have reached our chazakah point. Though I
wouldn’t want to make any unnecessary vows, I anticipate future
volumes with the peace of mind that comes from having moved out
of the novelty phase of a project. The default now is that we have a
shul Torah Journal, and our members deserve a great deal of credit
for making that happen.
Of course, those future volumes, like the first three, can only
happen with the efforts of our writers, the members of Young Israel
of Greater Cleveland. I encourage everyone to read the articles
in this volume, to share your thoughts and appreciation with our
dedicated writers - and then to become a writer as well. We have
several pieces already in the works for Volume Four and look forward to receiving many more.
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There is another “three” that deserves mention in the context
of this Torah Journal: “ ”החוט המשולש לא במהרה ימתק- the threefold cord will not quickly break (Kohelet 4:12). The editing process is very much a team effort and our shul is fortunate to have
the scholarship, expertise, and attention to detail of Rabbi Moshe
Berger and Mrs. Leslie Seiger. My thanks to both Rabbi Berger and
Leslie for combining your strengths to make Clilei Torah into the
unifying, and enduring, project that it is.
Many thanks as well to our sponsors, without whom the Journal
could not be published, and of course to members Kenny Fixler and
Scott Wolfson, without whom it would not be published.
Once again, thank you to those who contributed this year,
allowing all of us to learn from your unique perspectives on a wide
range of topics. I encourage every one of our members to follow
suit and share some words of Torah with the rest of us, whether in
the monthly Clilei HaChodesh or the annual Clilei Torah.
Best wishes for a ;כתיבה וחתימה טובה
may we all be written and sealed for a happy, sweet new year.
Sarah Rudolph
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Shechem: The First Jerusalem
of the Jewish People
Rabbi Yehuda Appel 1
For the past 3,000 years, Jerusalem has been the location most
venerated in the collective consciousness of the Jewish people.
We turn towards Jerusalem when we pray, we remember its
destruction under the chuppah, and three times daily we express
our longing for its revival.
But what of the first 1,000 years of Jewish history, before King
David conquered Jerusalem (1010 BCE) or King Solomon built the
Temple there? What location did the Jews of that era think of as
their most holy place? Our understanding of Jewish history today
inexorably leads back to Zion and the Davidic dynasty. What
insights might we glean if we tried to look at our history and the
biblical text from a different vantage point, that of the Northern
Kingdom, where most Jews lived some 3,000 years ago?
With Shechem as their capital, we can imagine that residents
of that kingdom would not have shared our assumption of
Jerusalem’s centrality, but would instead have attached supreme
importance to their own city. What if we were to examine the text
from the perspective of a scholar in the Northern Kingdom three
millenia ago? While we cannot know what pshatim (interpretations)
were shared in the batei midrash of Dan and Naftali, and what
midrashim were studied in Ephraim, there are many striking discoveries
that can be made through our own examination of pesukim if we
adopt this vantage point; among them is the centrality of Shechem
in early Israel. In fact, there is much data pointing to that city as
being as important to the Jews of that early millennium as Jerusalem
has been for the last three millennia.
1 Rabbi Yehuda Appel received his semicha from ITRI in Eretz Yisrael and is co-director, with
Rabbi Chaim Feld, of Aish HaTorah of Cleveland.
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Now it is certainly true that the Rabbis noted that Shechem
“was a place assigned for affliction. In Shechem, Dina was raped;
in Shechem, her brother Joseph was sold; in Shechem, the House
of David became divided.” (Sanhedrin 102a) One might even speculate that it is, in part, precisely because of this troubled history
that the city’s early critical significance to the Jewish nation has
been forgotten. Furthermore, there is a general trend for history’s
victors and survivors to be the focus of chroniclers. (“History shall
be kind to me,” said Churchill, “for I intend to write it.”) The ultimate
triumph of Davidic Jerusalem may have lessened recognition of
Shechem, Jerusalem’s rival to the north. Nonetheless, a close
reading of Tanach – with attention to both the text’s construction2
and the narrative – provides us with manifold evidence as to
Shechem’s importance.
Looking first at textual construction, it is important to realize
that one way a text can emphasize a subject is by placing it at the
beginning or end of a unit. The reiteration of this literary device
across multiple narrative units amplifies the subject’s importance
even more. It is striking that the narrative of the Jewish people’s
relationship with its land begins with Shechem. The very first
description we have of our ancestors’ presence in the land comes,
of course, with Abraham’s migration to Eretz Yisrael. In the telling of
that journey, the first place mentioned is Shechem. (Bereishit 12:6)
This is the first time Avraham receives nevuah (prophecy) within
the land of Canaan. He is told that this land will be his and his
descendants'. (Ibid. 7) Rashi, noting the importance of this message,
says the altar Abraham built in Shechem was intended to show his
gratitude to G-d for this two-fold promise: that the land will be his
and that he will in fact have children. Thus, the first place, the first
altar, the first nevuah and first promises of land and offspring to
Abraham, that find mention as having occurred in Eretz Yisrael – all
occur at Shechem.
2 What I mean here by the text’s construction is the placement of verses referencing Shechem
within the structure of the text.
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Not only does the city open this narrative, but it closes related
narratives, no less than three times (and at the ends of three biblical
books!). Just as the first accounts of Abraham in Genesis open with
Shechem, the book ends with Shechem too. As Genesis comes to
a close, Joseph assures his brothers that G-d will eventually return
them to Eretz Yisroel and he requests that he be buried in the land.
(50:24-25) The place he is ultimately buried, of course, is Shechem.
(Joshua 24:32)
So we have found that Genesis, the first book of the Torah, in
describing the patriarchs’ activities in the land, marks the opening
and closing of this narrative with references to the city – and there
is an echo of this narrative arc at the end of Deuteronomy, the last
book, as well. Just as Genesis ends with the charge that the Israelites should return to Shechem, some 600 years later- at the end
of Deuteronomy- the same theme is repeated. As the entire Jewish nation is on the cusp of its entry to Israel, Moses bids farewell
to the nation and makes them pledge to offer still another oath
of allegiance to HaShem, this one in the land of Israel itself. (Deuteronomy 27:11-13) These instructions- the only ones Moses gives
that concern a specific destination the Israelites must visit after
they cross the Jordan- are to be carried out at Shechem.3 (Joshua
8:30-34) Thus the covenant that was set in motion by Abraham in
Shechem is to come to full fruition with his descendants’ return
there six centuries later.
And then, after the entire Pentateuchal narrative of the Jewish
people and its land opens with Shechem and then closes with it
twice, once in Genesis and again in Deuteronomy -- the last lines of
the Book of Joshua end with the city as well, when we are told of
Joseph’s burial place at the end of Chapter 24. It as if all roads (or at
least the endings of sefarim!) must lead back to Shechem.
3 Though Deuteronomy only mentions Har Ayval and Har Grizim specifically, in fact it is the Levites
standing at Shechem (in the valley between these two mountains) that actually facilitate the
covenant for the tribes who are standing on Har Ayval and Har Grizim.
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Now, Ramban and others have remarked on the phenomenon
of maasei avot siman lbonim, the presentation of historical foreshadowing in the text.4 To be clear, we are not simply pointing to
a repetition of an event - that of a covenant with G-d at Shechem
- but also to the structure of the text. The narrative is deliberately
opened and closed with the city, so that its location in the text
actually emphasizes its importance.
There is another ancient city whose importance we are more
accustomed to recognizing, namely, Chevron. The attention paid
to Chevron is perhaps another reason the centrality of Shechem
tends to go unremarked. Yet, in point of fact, the parallels between
the two holy places are startling and should call our attention to
Shechem’s importance rather than diminish it. We all know that
Abraham purchased a piece of land in Chevron and it is there that
the patriarchs are buried. Less remarked upon however, is the one
other place in the entire Chumash where land is bought and a
patriarchal figure5 is buried: Shechem, as Jacob buys a plot of land
there (Genesis 33:18) and later Joseph is buried there. Moreover,
interestingly, the text’s attention to Joseph’s burial place is not limited to Genesis. In Exodus 13:19, we are told that Moses fulfilled
4 For instance, Ramban introduces this theme in a comment on Genesis 12:6, when Avraham
arrives at Shechem:
 והוא ענין, אומר לך כלל תבין אותו בכל הפרשיות הבאות בענין אברהם יצחק ויעקב- ויעבר אברם בארץ עד מקום שכם
 ולכן יאריכו הכתובים בספור, ואמרו (תנחומא ט) כל מה שאירע לאבות סימן לבנים, הזכירוהו רבותינו בדרך קצרה,גדול
 וכולם באים, ויחשוב החושב בהם כאלו הם דברים מיותרים אין בהם תועלת,המסעות וחפירת הבארות ושאר המקרים
 כי כאשר יבוא המקרה לנביא משלשת האבות יתבונן,ללמד על העתיד
:ממנו הדבר הנגזר לבא לזרעו
5 Purists will say that Joseph is not a patriarch. From the viewpoint of our liturgy, that is most
assuredly so, but looked at from the biblical text itself, there is no gainsaying that Joseph receives
substantially more attention than Isaac, and Joseph may be declared the moral hero of Genesis.
Furthermore, while mention of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the Chumash ceases with Genesis,
that is not the case with Joseph - as the reinternment of his bones is repeated in Exodus and later
Joshua. Also, recalling that we are looking at the narrative from a Northern Kingdom perspective,
a kingdom led by Ephraim and Menashe, the offspring of Joseph, it seems reasonable to speculate
that he received more attention there. Interestingly, as my beloved teacher Rav Solomon Sassoon a’h
noted, the tallying of the years of Abraham, Issaac, Jacob, and Joseph’s lives together totals 612 the numerical equivalent of “brit,” or covenant.
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the charge from Joseph to bring his bones back to Israel, and as
mentioned, the successful reinternment of his bones in Shechem is
reiterated at the end of Joshua.
The parallels between Chevron and Shechem don’t end with
land acquisition and burial, but continue in another significant arena:
kingship. While the Bible tells us that David began his initial rule
of the nation in Chevron (II Samuel 3:11), later when his grandson
Rehoboam attempts to have his kingship accepted by the ten northern tribes, that coronation attempt is made at Shechem. In fact, the
verse emphasizes the location by naming it twice: “And Rehoboam
went to Shechem, because [to] Shechem all of Israel had come to
make him king.” (I Kings 12:1) When Jeroboam, Rehoboam’s nemesis,
founds the Northern Kingdom and establishes his capital, he does
so in Shechem as well. (Ibid., verse 25)6
Why did Rehoboam choose to make Shechem the place of his
coronation over all of Israel, and why did Jeroboam attempt to
make his capital there as well? While undoubtedly its importance in
the patriarchal period was a contributing factor, one might suggest
that Shechem’s role as the ancient place of covenant may well have
had even more significance.
As was noted, Moses, before his death, bids the Jewish people
make a covenant with G-d at Mt. Ayval and Mt. Grizim. This covenant actually is to take place at Shechem, as half the nation stands
on one mountain, the other half on the other mountain, and the
Levites who are guiding the covenant stand in the valley below at
Shechem. (Deut. 29:29) The importance of this covenant cannot be
overstated. It marks the acceptance by the Jewish people of G-d’s
covenant while they are standing on their own land. In the view of
such luminaries as Rav Kook and others who believe the essential
6 Perhaps even more fascinatingly, Shechem’s connection to kingship actually begins hundreds of
years earlier. A rather obscure passage in Judges Chapter 9 provides us with the Bible’s first report
of someone trying to attain kingship, as a man named Avimelech tries to take control as the king
of Shechem.
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manifestation of the Jewish people’s engagement with the Torah
is accomplished in its land, this is surely of supreme importance.7
(Orot 13:1) The lack of such an affirmation of covenant, if it had occurred, would undoubtedly have been seen as a glaring omission.
Notably, the nation’s return there completes the covenantal circle
begun with Abraham’s altar at Shechem centuries earlier.
Beyond all of this, the text chooses to highlight the city in yet
another remarkable way. For it is in the covenant at Shechem
that we have the only instance of a formulaic prescription of how
the Jewish people are to accept the Torah. At Sinai, we have a
description of the nation’s response to G-d’s revelation in the
phrase na’aseh v’nishma, and the subsequent sprinkling of blood
on the nation; and later on, in Deuteronomy 29:9-11, we are told
that Moses gathers all the people round him to renew the covenant.
However, those passages do not include a detailed account of how
the covenant’s acceptance should be executed. Only at Shechem
are we are given a description of the actual covenantal process,
with specific details about where to stand and what to say. These
details add to the gravity and importance of the covenantal process
being performed.8 Shechem’s significance as a place for covenants
is further emphasized when Joshua before his death chooses to
return to Shechem to renew the bris there yet again. Given all these
factors, both from the patriarchal age and from the time of the
conquest by Joshua, it comes as no surprise that both Rehoboam and
Jeroboam would choose Shechem as the place to firmly establish
their monarchies, trying to tie their destinies to Israel’s most
ancient hallowed ground.
7 This view stems from midrashic statements such as this passage from the Sifrei (Deut. 43):
"  אף על פי שאני מגלה אתכם מן הארץ לחוצה לארץ היו מצויינים במצות,'ושמתם את דברי אלה" וגו
.שכשתחזרו לא יהו עליכם חדשים
“Even though I exile you from the land to outside the land, be distinguished in mitzvot so that
when you return, they will not be new to you.”
8 It is noteworthy that the covenant at Shechem is described using language typically associated
with aliya l’regel, as Moses commands the nation to “be joyous before HaShem,” (v’samachta lifnei
HaShem), a phrase primarily associated with the pilgrimage festivals. This language implies
Shechem having a centrality akin to Jerusalem.
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Finally, one last element - admittedly, a much more speculative
one - can perhaps be suggested to buttress this notion of Shechem’s
ancient primacy. That element is the name of the city itself. It may
perhaps be that the name Shechem itself alludes to prominence.
One might speculate that since “shechem” means “shoulder,”
the city’s nomenclature alludes to its place between two mountains; two shoulders, if you will. But if we delve beyond the simple
meaning of the word “shechem” and note its broader usage in the
text, we can discover, perhaps, a different understanding of the
city’s name. It is quite striking that aside from its use as the name
of a town, the word shechem is mentioned prominently in three
other places in the Bible. The three instances are: as the name of
a prominent man in the town (“Shechem, the son of Chamor the
Hivite, prince of the land…. was the most honored of his father’s
house” - Genesis 34:19); as a description of Saul’s physical superiority over others just before he is revealed as king (“[Saul] was
taller than all the people from his shoulder (shechem) upwards” I Samuel 9:2); and in Jacob’s blessing of Joseph, where he promises
his son “shechem echad,” “one portion more,” than his brothers
(Genesis 48:22)9. What all three of these narratives have in common is the usage of shechem in association with a relational elevation over others. It may be then that the name in and of itself
denotes prominence. In any case, given all the other textual and
narrative evidence, it would seem quite likely that to most Jews
some 3,000 years ago, Shechem was incredibly important, having a
similar prominence to the Jerusalem of today.
9 Following the translation of the Ibn Ezra. Rashi understands it as a reference to the city of
Shechem itself, given as an extra portion to Joseph over his brothers.
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The Akeida Struggle
Daniella Robicsek Botnick1
Originally delivered as a Sicha at Fuchs Mizrachi School, Parshat Vayera 2015

Every Rosh Hashana, we read the famous story of the Akeida.
And every year, we are full of questions: How does this story make
any sense!? How could G-d ask Avraham to sacrifice his child? How
is it possible that G-d would want us to live in the kind of world
where a person is willing to do such a thing? How could G-d
have told Avraham to go against everything he devoted his life to,
namely, ethical monotheism? Avraham was the first person in the
history of the world to stand up against the tide and offer an alternative to the pagan rituals of his time that included child sacrifice.
We can understand what would motivate people to think it a
great act of piety to sacrifice a child to their G-d. But Avraham and
Sarah came along and rejected that. They preached a new kind
of religion, with a new kind of worship, and they were willing to
sacrifice everything to convince people of what they stood for.
Midrashim portray how Avraham debated with Nimrod and was
willing to die by fire for his belief in one G-d. Avraham and Sarah
were willing to give up their family and move to a strange new land
simply because this G-d said to go.
Everything Avraham believed in was challenged by the Akeida.
To obey this command, Avraham had to be willing not only to
personally kill his beloved son, for whom he had waited 100 long
years, but also to lose his entire life’s work. Who could respect
Avraham after this event? When the world found out that Avraham
1 Daniella Robicsek Botnick, originally from Toronto, Canada, has been a high school limudei kodesh
teacher for approximately 20 years, the past 12 at Fuchs Mizrachi School. Daniella graduated
from the Bernard Revel Graduate School of Yeshiva University with an MA in Bible and from York
University, magna cum laude, with a BA in Education and Judaic Studies. She and her husband,
Josh, live in University Heights and have four children.
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had sacrificed his son, he would be seen as a liar, preaching a devotion to chesed and “ethical monotheism” when really he and his
religion were just like everyone else.
For many years, I sat next to my grandmother, a Holocaust
survivor, as we read this story in shul on Rosh Hashana. For many
years, she would challenge me with these questions. For many
years, I would come to shul armed with the latest explanation I had
found to try to explain the Akeida, uncomfortable both with the
idea of questioning G-d on the day of judgment and with my failure to satisfy her questions. Because no matter how hard I tried to
explain Avraham’s heroism in this story or show how G-d used this
test to teach the world what true emuna meant- she wasn’t satisfied. She just kept reiterating that she couldn’t accept a G-d that
demanded human sacrifice.
Over the years, I began to realize that underneath her questions
was a more intensely personal challenge: How could G-d let the
Nazis kill her entire family when she was only a young girl? Her parents were pious people who sacrificed everything for their belief in
G-d. And yet, they and six million of her brethren were killed in the
most cruel and horrific ways.
Eventually, I stopped trying to explain the story of the Akeida,
because I knew that I could never satisfy her underlying question.
Instead, I dutifully and lovingly sat beside her in shul every year
until she passed away, wishing I could have alleviated her religious
dilemma.
Recently, at long last, I heard an explanation from Rabbi Dr.
Moshe Berger that I believe would have finally satisfied my bubbie
- not by solving her objections, but by validating her resistance to
the Akeida story.2
2 This approach can be found as well on Rabbi Berger’s website, at http://www.torahfountain.com/
chumash-parshat-hashavua/bereshis-genesis/99-avraham-s-sarah-avoidance-the-function-ofsarah-s-final-midrashic-image.html.
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The Midrash Tanchuma on Parshat Vayera expands on the narrative juxtaposition between the Akeida and Sarah’s death. The
midrash teaches:
After the Akeida, Satan went to Sarah in the guise of
Isaac. As soon as she saw him she asked, “What did your
father do to you?” He answered, “my father took me up
and built an altar and arranged the wood and bound me
on that altar and took a knife in order to slaughter me.
And if the Holy One Blessed be He had not said to him,
'Do not send your hand against the lad!' I would have
been slaughtered!” Before he had finished speaking, her
soul departed from her.
Rabbi Berger explains that this midrash says Sarah died immediately upon hearing about the Akeida not simply because she found
out her son was nearly killed – after all, she believed he was standing in front of her, safe and sound - but because she found out what
Avraham was willing to do and she rejected it. Even knowing that
Yitzchak survived, she could not tolerate the idea that Avraham was
willing to do such a thing.
If Sarah had been standing beside Avraham when G-d told him
to sacrifice his son, Rabbi Berger suggests, she would have argued!
She would have said, “This kind of ritual violates our fundamental
beliefs regarding G-d and the ethical values that reflect His will!”
She would not have been able to accept that the true G-d would
ever issue such a command.
Sarah died on the spot when she heard that Avraham was willing
to perform the Akeida, overcome with the realization that she had
partnered herself to a man with whose mission she fundamentally
disagreed. If such an act was in keeping with the religion they were
promulgating together, she wanted no more part of it and could no
longer continue living with him.
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Rabbi Berger went on to suggest that this midrash essentially
provides an alternative hero to the Akeida story. Yes, Avraham was
a hero for obeying G-d. But in this midrashic portrayal of Sarah,
Sarah Imeinu disagreed with him. She, too, was a hero – but a hero
who would have fought with G-d rather than accept that He would
issue a morally reprehensible command.
How could this interpretation have satisfied my grandmother
when no others could? By letting her know she was in good company in rejecting Avraham’s acceptance of G-d’s request. She was in
the company of Sarah Imeinu, who according to the Midrash Tanchuma would have said, “No, G-d, I know You cannot possibly really
want this from me, because this is not right.”
Although I was initially disappointed that my grandmother’s answer came only when it was too late, I then realized that she was
ok even without my ever having solved her “religious dilemma.” At
the end of the day, and until the end of her life, my grandmother
was a deeply religious woman who remained an observant Jew despite her pressing theological questions. Maybe she came to shul
on Rosh Hashana and questioned G-d every single year, but she
came. Ultimately, the message I gained from sitting next to my
grandmother every year was that it’s possible to deeply question
religion, to question G-d, and still remain a committed and passionate Jew. There’s a well-known Yiddish expression: “no one ever
died of a question.” Judaism and G-d embrace questions. We are in
good company when we raise questions about G-d and religion; we
stand alongside Sarah Imeinu, who, according to this explanation,
would have rejected G-d’s request to perform the Akeida.
The real challenge for each of us is to bring our questions to
shul; to show up, with the same devotion as my grandmother, even
as we struggle.
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Mah Tovu: Strength and Continuity
Simeon Botwinick1
The most famous line in Parshat Balak occurs towards the
end of the parsha, in Bilam’s third blessing of the Jewish people:
“ י ִשְ ָׂראֵ ל, י ַעֲ ק ֹב; מִ שְ ׁ ְכּנ ֹתֶ יָך, ”מַ ה ט ֹּבּו א ֹהָ לֶיָך- “How goodly are your
tents, Jacob, your dwelling places, Israel.” (Bamidbar 24:5)2 But as
well-known as this sentence is, its message isn’t actually all that
clear. What does it mean for tents to be “goodly”? Does this blessing
convey anything more than a general positive feeling?
Rashi, citing the Gemara in Bava Batra 60a, offers a popular
explanation: Bilam was referring to the fact that the Jewish people’s
tent entrances did not face one another, which meant that people
didn’t look into one another’s homes. The message, then, is one of
modesty: “ ”מַ ה ט ֹּבּו א ֹהָ לֶיָךmeans something along the lines of “how
modest are your tents.”
The problem with this explanation is that it doesn’t fit all that
well with the rest of the blessing:
6 As valleys stretched out, as gardens by the river-side; as
aloes planted of the LORD, as cedars beside the waters;
7 Water shall flow from his branches, and his seed shall be
in many waters; and his king shall be higher than Agag, and
his kingdom shall be exalted. . .
9 He crouched, he lay down as a lion, and as a lioness; who
shall rouse him up? Blessed be every one that blesseth
thee, and cursed be every one that curseth thee.

 ּכְגַנֹ ּת עֲלֵי נָהָר; ּכַאֲ ָהלִים,ו ּכִנ ְ ָחלִים נ ִ ָטּיּו
. ּכַאֲרָז ִים עֲלֵי מָי ִם,'נָטַע ה
 ו ְזַר ְעֹו ּבְמַי ִם רַבִּים; ו ְיָרֹם,ז י ִז ַּל מַי ִם ִמדָּלְי ָו
. . .  ו ְ ִתנ ַּ ֵּש ׂא ַמלְכֻתֹו,ֵמאֲג ַג ַמלְּכֹו
; מִי יְקִימֶּנּו,ט ּכָר ַע ָׁשכַב ּכַאֲר ִי ּוכְלָבִיא
. וְאֹרְר ֶיך ָ אָרּור,ְְמבָרְכֶיך ָ בָרּוך

These aren’t images of modesty; they are images of physical
strength, of stability, of rootedness. The language of trees planted
beside waters comes up again in the first chapter of Psalms. There,
the righteous are described as ““ – ” ְכּעֵ ץ שָ ׁתּול עַ ל פַ ּ ְלגֵי מָ י ִםa tree
1
2

Simeon Botwinick is a third-year student at Harvard Law School. Originally from
New York, he has happily married into the Lautman family.
All English translations are taken from www.mechon-mamre.org.
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planted beside streams of water.” This image is presented in direct
contrast to evildoers, who are “ ַ“ –” ַכּמ ֹּץ אֲ שֶ ׁר תִ ּדְ ּפֶ ּנּו רּוחlike chaff
blown away by the wind.” Describing the righteous as trees planted
beside waters is intended to convey a sense of rootedness and
permanence, in opposition to the fleeting and transitory nature of
the unrighteous.
So if Bilam’s blessing is praising the Jewish people’s strength,
then what does  מַ ה ט ֹּבּו א ֹהָ לֶיָךmean? Perhaps it can be best understood at face value: the very fact that there are tents, and so many
of them, is praiseworthy. It is a clear demonstration of the nation’s
physical strength.
The idea that Bilam is praising the physical impressiveness of the
nation fits well with a variety of explanations offered by the commentators. Rashi himself, in his comment on 24:2, also suggests another detail that inspired Bilam’s praise of “”א ֹהָ לֶיָך: each tribe was
distinct within the larger nation. This demonstrates that the camp,
though large, was still orderly. The Or HaChaim on that verse says
the same thing, and adds that not only was each tribe distinct, but
each was distinctly successful, as evidenced by the fact that the
Shechinah rested upon each tribe in a unique manner. Ibn Ezra indicates on the same verse that Bilam was impressed by the many
banners he saw flying in the camp. Sforno says that “ ”א ֹהָ לֶיָךrefers,
not to the personal tents of the people, but to the tents of learning
and prayer which filled the camp. The specifics are different, but all
are physical images of an impressive nation. Bilam was praising the
imposing physical presence of the sight before his eyes.
This message of physical strength also fits well within the larger
structure of Bilam’s initial three blessings. Taken together, the three
blessings present three stages on the path a nation must travel to
become historically successful.
The first blessing praises the distinctness of the people of Israel:
““ – ”הֶ ן עָ ם ְלבָדָ ד י ִשְ ׁכ ֹּןlo, it is a people that dwells alone.” This is
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a people apart from others. Bilam actually begins this blessing by
noting “ׁשּורּנּו
ֶ ֲ ּומִ ְּגבָעֹות א,“ – ” ִכּי מֵ ר ֹאׁש צ ִֻרים אֶ ְראֶ ּנּוfrom the top of
the rocks I see him, and from the hills I behold him.” This is literally
true – Bilam is viewing the people from atop a mountain – but
the emphasis on that physical separation also serves symbolically
to highlight the separation between Israel and other nations. The
message of the first blessing is thus one of differentiation: the Jews
are different from other peoples. This is the first stage on the path
towards becoming a successful nation: to be a successful nation,
you first have to be a nation. Emphasizing their differentiation from
other nations makes it clear that the Jewish people are indeed an
identifiable nation.
The second stage in becoming a historically successful nation is
not just to be a nation, but to be a good nation – to be praiseworthy
and notable for some sort of achievement. Bilam’s second blessing
makes it clear that the Jewish people qualify:
21 None hath beheld iniquity in Jacob, neither hath one
seen perverseness in Israel; the LORD his G-d is with him,
and the shouting for the King is among them.

 וְלֹא רָאָה עָמָל,כא לֹא ִהבִּיט ָאו ֶן בְּיַעֲקֹב
. ּותְרּועַת ֶמלֶךְ ּבֹו,ּבְי ִ ְשׂרָאֵל; ה' ֱא לֹקָיו עִּמֹו

This is a message of elevation. Israel isn’t just a nation – it is
an impressive and meritorious nation, praiseworthy and elevated
above others. This is a nation favored by G-d.
The final stage of historic success is carrying short-term successes
forward. It’s one thing to be a praiseworthy nation now, but it’s
quite another to be able to replicate that success for the future.
The third blessing, with its emphasis on the Jewish people’s physical strength and rootedness (as illustrated above), thus presents
a message of stability and continuation. This, Bilam realizes, is a
nation that isn’t going anywhere.
These three stages of national success – differentiation, elevation, and continuation – have been demonstrated by nations and
leaders throughout history.
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To provide one example: over a thousand years later, in the year
69 CE, the Roman Empire faced its first civil war. The Julio-Claudian
dynasty, which had ruled Rome for over 100 years stretching back
to the first emperor, Augustus, ended with the death of Nero. Nero
didn’t have any clear successors, so various factions immediately
began fighting for the throne. The year 69 CE is often referred to
by historians as the Year of the Four Emperors, because it saw four
men rise to power. The first three ruled for only a few months each,
but the fourth – Vespasian – would go on to found a new dynasty.
As was common for rulers of the time, Vespasian broadcast
messages about himself through the coins he produced, and these
coins illustrate his movement through the aforementioned three
stages. Early on, when he was competing for the throne, he needed
to differentiate himself from the field. Unlike his three competitors, Vespasian didn’t come from a noble family, nor did he have
famous ancestors, so he went with the one thing that made him different: military success. Vespasian is famous in Roman and Jewish
history for his military campaign against the Jewish revolt in Judea.
He knew this was what differentiated him from others, and so he
plastered his early coins with images of this triumph, repeating
again and again the motif of a defeated woman as a metaphor for
the Jewish nation (see Appendix A).
After he was firmly established as emperor, Vespasian no longer
needed to differentiate himself from his competitors, so he moved
on to elevating his reign in the eyes of his people. His coins shifted
to more positive messages, promoting the idea of how well off
Rome was with him in charge, with messages such as Pax (peace),
Aequitas (justice), Spes (hope), Fortuna (fortune), and Resurges
(resurgence) (see Appendix B).
Finally, near the end of his life, Vespasian's coins increasingly
focused on the future. They prominently featured his two children,
Domitian and Titus, as well as the word “Aeternitas” – eternity
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(see Appendix C). He understood that the final stage of historic
success, after differentiation and elevation, was ensuring dynastic
continuation of all he had established.
Recognizing these three stages of historic success provides context to understand the blessing of מַ ה ט ֹּבּו: it praises the physical
strength of the Jewish nation, in order to emphasize the nation’s
power of continuity. This answer also helps to explain why מַ ה ט ֹּבּו
appears in the beginning of the siddur. Bilam praised the nation’s
continuation – and we, with our daily prayers, are the continuation
of that continuation. When we say מַ ה ט ֹּבּו, we give it an additional
meaning. Bilam said it as an outsider making an observation, but
for us it’s more than that: it’s a call to arms. We begin davening with
 מַ ה ט ֹּבּוto remind ourselves of the importance of continuation, but
also to remind ourselves of what that continuity requires: it takes
each of us committing anew each day.
Appendix A: Triumph Over Judea3

3

Images from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Judaea_Capta_coins#/
media/File:Vespasian._Judaea_Capta_commemorative_(CNG_303476).jpg
Attribution: Classical Numismatic Group, Inc. http://www.cngcoins.com
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Appendix B: Messages of Elevation included Fortune (fortuna)4

Appendix C: Hope of dynastic continuity
expressed in images of Vespasian’s two sons5

4
5

Image from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vespasian_aureus_Fortuna.png
Attribution: Classical Numismatic Group, Inc. http://www.cngcoins.com
Image from https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Roman_coin;_Vespasian_
denarius,_Titus_and_Domitian_reverse_(FindID_437891).jpg
Attribution: The Portable Antiquities Scheme/ The Trustees of the British Museum
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The True Chief Creates His Own Hail
Dr. Moshe Goldfinger1
Since 1815, the song “Hail to The Chief” has been associated
with Presidents of the United States. That year it was played to
honor George Washington and the end of the War of 1812. After
it was used at James Polk’s inauguration in 1845, First Lady Sarah
Childress Polk encouraged the song’s regular use to announce
the arrival of the President. Historian William Seale writes, “Polk
was not an impressive figure, so some announcement was necessary to avoid the embarrassment of his entering a crowded room
unnoticed. At large affairs the band. . . rolled the drums as they
played the march. . . and a way was cleared for the President.”
Under the term of Harry Truman, the Department of Defense made
it the official tribute to the President.2
Many of us already hear the music to this song in our heads prior
to the President’s annual introductions as he enters the sacred
sanctum of the Capitol to deliver his State of the Union address.
Let us use our retrospect-oscope to develop an appreciation for a
far more omnipotent Chief and a different kind of hail, described in
Shemot Perek 9.
There are numerous groupings described by Chazal to help us
decipher and better understand the ten plagues. As we know from
the Haggada, Rebbe Yehuda would employ the acronym Detzach
Adash Beachav, dividing the ten into three units (Sifri Parashat
KiTavo). However, there is another division built into our parshiyot,
1. Dr. Moshe Goldfinger learned at Yeshivat Kerem B’yavneh from 1980 to 1982, and went on to
study biology and medicine. He completed his Fellowship in Pediatric Anesthesiology at Northwestern University in 1995, and has since practiced at University Hospitals Case Medical Center/
Rainbow Babies and Children's Hospital.
Thank you to Rabbi Berger for his friendship and guidance. Other influences include Rav Moshe
Feinstein, Rav Ovadia Yosef, Rav Simcha Wasserman, Meir Kahana and Menachem Begin after
having had the zechut of being in their presence.
2 Historical information from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hail_to_the_Chief
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that places the ten plagues into only two groups: the first
seven, mentioned in Parshat Vaeira, and the last three, mentioned
in Parshat Bo.
The first seven makot, described in Parshat Vaeira, are hinted to
by the first two letters of the word “Vaeira,” vav and aleph, which
add up to seven in numerical equivalence (gematria). The Baal
Haturim notes that the last three of the ten makot are described
in Parshat Bo – and the word Bo, composed of the letters bet and
aleph, adds up to three.
Most Americans have seen fireworks displays around July 4th.
Typically, the show begins slowly with a few displays of sound, light,
and color, and ultimately reaches a crescendo at the end, when
there is a rapid sequence of boom. . . boom. . . boom.
Similarly, the first unit of makot, the seven mentioned in Parshat
Vaeira, were spread out over a long period of time,3 in a gradual
build-up analogous to the earlier fireworks. The last three makot,
mentioned in Parshat Bo, occurred over a two-week period, from
Rosh Chodesh Nissan until the 15th of Nissan.4 These were the
boom. . . boom. . . boom plagues: Arbeh, Choshech and Makat
Bechorot. These last three were fast and furious. They served as the
makeh bepatish, the final blow (literally, hitting with a hammer) that
completes unfinished business, the nail in the coffin. The Arbeh,
locust-swarm, consumed the vegetation that Barad, hail, had left
behind. Choshech, darkness, obliterated any remaining thoughts of
a sun god. Makat Bechorot, the plague of the firstborn, obliterated
any thoughts of Pharaoh as a deity, as even his own firstborn son
was not saved (Shemot 12:29).
3 See Ramban Shemot 10:4, with the explanations of Rav Chaim Dov Chavel.
4 Ibid.
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But the show itself is not enough without spectators. For the
great display of makkot, the Israelite slaves were the audience.
Where did they park their lawn chairs? In Goshen, a haven from the
tumultuous environment that provided the best (safest) seats in
the house. Interestingly, the letters forming the word Goshna, “to
Goshen,” can be rearranged to the familiar acronym nun gimmel
heh shin, which stands for nes gadol haya sham. A great miracle
occurred towards Goshen and was observed there.
How about an encore? There are times when a fireworks display seems to have come to an end and then suddenly there is an
encore. According to one midrash, the plague of Barad, even after
the ten, provided the encore. In Shemot 9:29, Moshe tells Pharaoh,
ה' הַ ק ֹּלֹות- ַכּפַ ּי אֶ ל-הָ עִ יר אֶ פְ ר ֹׂש אֶ ת-ְ ּכצֵאתִ י אֶ ת
.ָארץ
ֶ ָעֹוד לְמַ עַ ן תֵ ּדַ ע ִכּי לַה' ה-י ֶחְ דָ ּלּון ו ְהַ ָב ָּרד ֹלא י ִהְ י ֶה
When I leave the city, I shall spread out my hands to
Hashem; the thunder will cease and the hail will no longer be, so that you shall know that the earth is Hashem’s.
If the hail ceased immediately when Moshe spread out his hands
in prayer, what happened to the hail particles that were falling at
that moment? Chazal explain (Shemot Rabbah 12:7) that these hail
particles were suspended in the air for 41 years until the time of
Yehoshua. After conquering Yericho and Ai, Yehoshua found himself fighting the Malchei Haemori and Hashem assisted the battle
directly, with the meteorological weapons saved in Egypt:
ַ  הֵ ם ְב,בנֻסָ ם מִ פְ ּנֵי י ִשְ ָׂראֵ ל
חֹורֹן ו ַה' הִ שְ ׁלִיְך עֲ לֵיהֶ ם-ּמֹורד ֵבּית
ּ ְ וַי ְהִ י
מֵ תּו- ַר ִבּים אֲ שֶ ׁר:וַיָּמֻ תּו--עֲ זֵקָ ה-הַ שָ ּׁמַ י ִם עַ ד-אֲ ָבנִים ְגּד ֹלֹות מִ ן
(יא: (יהושע י.בנֵי י ִשְ ָׂראֵ ל ֶבּחָ ֶרב
ּ ְ  מֵ אֲ שֶ ׁר הָ ְרגּו,ְבַּא ְבנֵי הַ ָב ָּרד
While they were fleeing before Israel down the descent
from Beth-horon, the LORD hurled huge stones on them
from the sky, all the way to Azekah, and they perished;
more perished from the hailstones than were killed by
the Israelite weapons. (Joshua 10:12, translation from
www.sefaria.org)
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In a magnificent encore, the Emorites were pounded with the
hail that had been suspended for many years. In fact, the midrash
concludes by stating that that the remainder of the hail will be used
during the war of Gog and Magog.5
As the hail pounded, Yehoshua asked for further assistance so
they could finish the war before Shabbat:6
;בנֵי י ִשְ ָׂראֵ ל
ּ ְ הָ אֱ מ ִֹרי לִפְ נֵי-ָאז י ְדַ ֵבּר י ְהֹושֻ ׁעַ לַה' ְבּיֹום תֵ ּת ה' אֶ ת
. ְבּעֵ מֶ ק ַאיָּלֹון, ַ וְי ֵָרח,ב ִגבְעֹון ּדֹום
ּ ְ  שֶ ׁמֶ ׁש,ו ַי ֹּאמֶ ר לְעֵ ינֵי (י ִשְ ָׂראֵ ל
(שם פסוק יב
On that occasion, when the LORD routed the Amorites
before the Israelites, Joshua addressed the LORD; he said
in the presence of the Israelites: “Stand still, O sun, at
Gibeon, O moon, in the Valley of Aijalon!” (ibid. 12)
It’s interesting to note that the word dom and dam are both
spelled with the same two letters, daled and mem. Dam, blood was
the beginning of the makot; the word “dom,” still or quiet, marked
the finale of a show designed to demonstrate Hashem’s dominion
over all things - especially the sun, which G-d allowed to stand still
as per Yehoshua’s request. If Pharaoh was still alive, he indeed experienced an aha moment.
To better understand the seven-three grouping, let us look more
carefully at the finale of the first seven makot, Barad, hail. This
seventh maka was indeed unique: meteorological literature
describes only three documented deaths from hail. The supernatural
phenomenon of this plague is described as “”ו ְאֵׁש מִ תְ לַקַ ּחַ ת ְבּתֹוְך הַ ָב ָּרד
“a fire flaming within the hail” (Shemot 9:24). Rashi explains this
to be a nes betoch nes, a miracle within a miracle. Fire and water,
which ordinarily can’t coexist, did just that during Makat Barad.
The two powerful elements made peace and came together for the
purpose of this miracle.
5 Cf. Yechezkel 38:22, where Gog is warned about hail.
6 Radak quotes a midrash, in his comment on Yehoshua 10:12, that explains Yehoshua called for the
sun to stand still because he wanted to avoid desecration of Shabbat.
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This combination sent a specific message to Pharaoh and his
people, which we can better understand if we consider Egyptian
beliefs at the time and how the plagues addressed them.
Archaeologist and art historian Henri Frankfurt’s description of
the Egyptian polytheistic belief system sheds light upon the thought
process of the time. In the Egyptian view, the number one god was
the sun. The number two god was the Nile River, the source of
vegetative irrigation.7 Malbim (7:15) explains that Pharaoh would
wake up early and go to the Nile to pray to the sun god at sunrise.
In his mind, this was a powerful time to pray: he viewed himself as
a deity, and was surrounded by his two most powerful gods.
This is the exact time and location when and where Moshe
Rabbeinu warned Pharaoh of the up and coming makah of Barad.
The fire and ice, corresponding to the sun and Nile gods, respectively,
were meant to send Pharaoh the message that his people will be
smitten by the same forces he believed in. Hashem, Who controls
the sun and the Nile, would demonstrate His power through these
very same elements. The mixture of fire and water had never
occurred in nature. The prior six makot, blood, frogs, lice etc. . . .
were phenomena that had already existed in nature but were augmented as plagues to deliver the message that the G-d of the Jews
is the One in control.
The Abudraham comments that the term “gevurot geshamim,”
“the strength of the rain” (used in the first mishna in Mesechet
Taanit) emphasizes that every raindrop comes from the strength
of Hakadosh Baruch Hu.8 The lesson for us, in both our typical rain
and that unique hail, is clear. The Chief who controls the hail, the
heavens and earth, the sun, the water, and everything else is where
our attention should be focused.
7 Henri Frankfurt’s Kingship and the Gods (University of Chicago press 1948, 1978)
8 		ספר אבודרהם שמונה עשרה
והוא בגבורה שכל טיפה וטיפה יורדת ממקום גבוה ואין הרוח מפזרתן אלא יורדין למקום שהקב"ה חפץ
וזאת היא גבורה שאין כמוה
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Anne Frank writes:
I see the world being slowly transformed into a wilderness; I hear the approaching thunder that, one day, will
destroy us too. I feel the suffering of millions. And yet
when I look up in the sky, I somehow feel that everything
will change for the better; that this cruelty too shall end;
that peace and tranquility will return once more.
When we look up to the sky, let us see Hashem’s power. Let us
see His power in a solar eclipse. Let us see a realm where even
fire and water can coexist. Let us appreciate that indeed hail comes
from the Chief.
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The Punishment of the Ben Sorer u'Moreh
Dr. Leonie Jacob1
Which parent could ever imagine willingly delivering their son to
his execution for not listening to them? For eating too much? For
overindulging in alcohol? Yet, this appears to be exactly what the
Torah expects of each and every mother and father:
DEUTERONOMY CHAPTER 212
18) If a man has a wayward and rebellious son who doesn’t
listen to the voice of his father and the voice of his mother
and they rebuke him and he doesn’t heed them.
19) His father and mother will grab him and take him out to
the elders of his city and to the gate of his place,
20) and they will say to the elders of his city
“This is our son, wayward and rebellious; he doesn’t
listen to our voice, he is a glutton and a drunkard.”
21) And all the people of his city will stone him with stones
and he will die, and you will destroy the evil from your
midst, and all of Israel will hear and be afraid.

דברים פרק כא
 בֵּן סֹור ֵר ּומֹור ֶה אֵינֶּנּו,יח כִּי יִהְי ֶה לְאִיׁש
,סּרּו אֹתֹו
ְ ִ אבִיו ּובְקֹול אִּמֹו; ו ְי
ָ  בְּקֹול,ַמע
ֵ ֹש
ׁ
.שמַע אֲלֵיהֶם
ְׁ ִ וְלֹא י
אבִיו וְאִּמֹו; ו ְהֹוצִיאּו אֹתֹו
ָ ,תפְׂשּו בֹו
ָ ְ יט ו
.מקֹמֹו
ְ שעַר
ַׁ  וְאֶל,קנ ֵי עִירֹו
ְ ִ אֶל ז
 ּבְנ ֵנּו ז ֶה סֹור ֵר,קנ ֵי עִירֹו
ְ ִ אמְרּו אֶל ז
ָ ְכ ו
. וְסֹבֵא, ּבְקֹלֵנּו; זֹולֵל,ַמע
ֵ ֹש
ׁ ּומֹר ֶה אֵינֶּנּו
, וָמֵת,שׁי עִירֹו בָאֲבָנ ִים
ֵ ְ אנ
ַ כא ּורְגָמֻהּו כָּל
,שׂרָאֵל
ְ ִ קר ְ ּבֶך ָ; וְכָל י
ִּ מ
ִ ,הר ָע
ָ ת
ָ ּ ְ ּובִעַר
.שמְעּו ו ְיִר ָאּו
ְׁ ִ י

How can we relate to such a harsh punishment being meted out
to our own flesh and blood – one who is merely a minor - for such
seemingly minor infractions?
The commentaries on this portion seem to align themselves
with one of two primary approaches to this question.
1. We are sacrificing our son for the greater good of the community.
Abarbanel on Deuteronomy Ch. 21
. . .“wayward and rebellious,” that he turns from the
intelligent way, and not only does he sin, but he causes
others to sin and teaches them the way of his misdeeds.

אברבנאל דברים פרק כא
, שהוא סר מן הדרך השכל- ""סורר ומורה...
 אלא שהוא גם מחטיא,ולא די שהוא חוטא
.את הרבים ומורה אותם דרך פשעיו

Abarbanel identifies the sin of the wayward son as expanding
beyond that described in the simple meaning of the text, stating
that the issue is, in fact, his influence on others. It’s one thing to
1 Leonie Jacob moved to Cleveland from Australia two years ago with her husband,
Simcha, and their two children, Avi and Yaffa. She currently works in the field of medical
education and enjoys teaching Torah in her spare time.
2 All text translations are original.
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behave in a sinful way, but if your misdeeds begin to spread and
infect others, your initial sin escalates.3
Ramban takes this idea one step further. It is not because his sin
has become amplified that its greatness increases. In fact, the sin
remains relatively insignificant in the scheme of things. Rather, it is
the underlying attitude of this son that is problematic:
Ramban on Deuteronomy Ch. 21
18). . .And behold, he is liable for two sins: one, that he
shames his father and his mother and rebels against
them; and the second, that he is a glutton and a drunkard,
transgressing what we were commanded, “You shall
be holy.” It further says “and you shall serve Him
and cleave unto Him”. . . that we are commanded
to know Hashem in all His ways, and the glutton and
drunkard doesn’t know the way of G-d. And on the
principle that there is currently no sin within him, but
“he is judged based on his end-point,” as our rabbis
mentioned in Sanhedrin 71b. And this is the reason
[for] “And all of Israel will hear and be afraid” – for
he is not put to death because of the greatness of
his sin, but rather to educate the many, and not be a
stumbling block for others.

רמב"ן דברים פרק כא
 והנה יש עליו שני... "יח) "בן סורר ומורה
 האחד שהוא מקלה אביו ואמו:עונשין
,וממרה בהם; והשני שהוא זולל וסובא
עובר על מה שנצטוינו (ויקרא יט ב) "קדושים
" ונאמר עוד (לעיל יג ה) "ואותו תעבודו.תהיו
)" כאשר פירשתי (לעיל ו יג,ובו תדבקון
 וזולל,שנצטווינו לדעת השם בכל דרכינו
 אין בו, ועל הכלל.'וסובא לא ידע דרך ה
עתה חטא מות ועל שם סופו הוא נדון כמו
 וזה טעם.)שהזכירו רבותינו (סנהדרין עא ב
"וכל ישראל ישמעו ויראו" כי לא הומת בגודל
 אלא ליסר בו את הרבים ושלא יהיה,חטאו
:תקלה לאחרים

On the one hand, the wayward and rebellious son demonstrates
a serious lack of respect towards his parents, those who represent
Torah values, “shaming them and rebelling against them.” Additionally, he shows a similarly serious lack of respect for his own inherent
holiness, becoming a “degenerate within the Torah’s framework.”4
While the acts demonstrating this mindset are not themselves worthy of capital punishment, if the attitudes are allowed to spread
to others, they could greatly endanger society.5 The wayward son
3 Yeravam ben Nevat is described in the Gemara as having no portion in the world to come,
having not only sinned but also having caused the people to sin. See Kings II 17:21 and
Sanhedrin 102a.
4 “Naval Birshut HaTorah” – Ramban on Parshat Kedoshim (VaYikra 19:2)
5 This brings to mind the description of wickedness in the time of Noach, where we are told
that each individual would steal less than a pruta. One person stealing such an
insignificant amount has minimal impact. If everyone follows suit, however, then not only
does the owner lose a significant amount of property, but he has no recourse in court.
This, according to one Midrashic tradition, is what caused the entire world to be
destroyed in the Mabul. (Bereshit Rabbah Noach 31:5)
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is therefore put to death as a deterrent to others contemplating a
similar abandonment of G-dly ways.
In other words, the first approach requires parents to put their
nation and their community above their immediate family. A daunting proposition.
2. We are saving him from himself.
Rashi, however, famously interprets these events as a way for
parents to provide a form of protection for their wayward child.
Rashi on Deuteronomy chapter 21
18) Wayward . . . and a Ben Sorer u’Moreh is killed based
on his end-point; the Torah follows his attitude to its
conclusion; he will ultimately destroy his father’s finances,
seek that to which he is accustomed and not find it, so he
will stand at the crossroads and rob people; so the Torah
says “Let him die innocent and not die guilty.”

רש"י דברים פרק כא
 ובן סורר ומורה... "יח) "ויסרו אותו
נהרג על שם סופו; הגיעה תורה לסוף
דעתו; סוף שמכלה ממון אביו ומבקש
 ועומד בפרשת,לימודו ואינו מוצא
דרכים ומלסטם את הבריות; אמרה
".תורה "ימות זכאי ואל ימות חייב

Based on the Gemara (Sanhedrin 72a), Rashi explains that there
is a point of no return, at which the desire to pursue physical pleasures is so great that it will inevitably lead down a path of depravity
and sin.
These descriptions almost elicit images of a child who is suffering
from such a serious addiction that there is no longer hope of recovery. The addiction, in this case, is in the realm of physical pleasure.
The Ibn Ezra builds on Rashi’s understanding.
Ibn Ezra on Deuteronomy Ch. 21
18) . . ."Glutton” - Gluttony [is explained as relating to]
meat, but it is a general term – the one who gives in to all
that he desires. “And drunkard,” one who drinks to excess
and becomes intoxicated. And behold, he is like an apikorus, for he does not seek to live in this world, but rather to
indulge in all forms of eating and drinking.

אבן עזרא דברים פרק כא
, והוא זולל בשר- יח) "זולל" – מפורש
רק הוא שם כלל לנותן בכל מה שיתאוה
 מרבה- " "וסובא.כל מה שיבוקש ממנו
 והנה זה כמו.לשתות והוא המשתכר
, כי לא יבקש חיי העולם הזה,אפיקורוס
.כי אם להתענג בכל מיני מאכל ומשתה

The wayward son is an individual who experiences an overpowering attraction to physical pleasure. His behavior thus far has
demonstrated a more permanent integration of this hedonistic
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worldview, having removed himself from the community of human
beings who seek a higher meaning of life. He has, instead, internalized his more animalistic nature to such a degree that he is, in effect, no longer considered among those truly embracing the depth
of life in this world.
If this is the case, the Ibn Ezra would seem to be suggesting that
the only true life then left for this wayward son is that of the next
world, his Olam Haba. Yet his attitudes and actions endanger even
that, placing him on an inevitable downward spiral ending in oblivion. At this point, there is no greater gift of love that parents can
give such a child than to preserve his eternal life. The only way left
to do that is to remove him from this world before he removes himself from the next.
The Chizkuni articulates this almost explicitly – using the framework of the rodef (pursuer).
Chizkuni on Deuteronomy Ch. 21
18) . . . it is similar to one who pursues after his friend to kill
him, that permission is given to any man to save the pursued (even with) the life of the murderer, and it is a commandment to kill him based on the future, that he wants
to kill his fellow if he were not stopped, even though he has
still done nothing.6

חזקוני דברים פרק כא
, דוגמא הרודף אחר חברו להרגו... )יח
שניתן רשות לכל אדם להציל את הנרדף
 ומצוה להרגו על שם,בנפשו של רוצח
 שרוצה להרוג את חברו אם,העתיד
. אע"ג שעדיין לא עשה שום דבר,יניחוהו

Just as one is permitted to take the life of the pursuer to save
the pursued, one takes the life of the wayward son to prevent his
pursuit of . . . himself.
The approach of Rashi, the Ibn Ezra and Chizkuni – that the life
of the wayward son in this world is sacrificed for his ultimate best
interest – is, perhaps, more tolerable to many than the approach of
6 The Chizkuni here pre-emptively defends his thesis against those who may compare the
wayward son to Yishmael, who was saved despite his future wickedness: “And don’t
respond from Yishmael's case, that he was only judged according to his deeds of that
moment, for Yishmael was completely innocent at that moment from any of the wicked
deeds that he would ultimately perform, as it is explained in Parshat VaYera.” The
wayward son is clearly not considered to be completely innocent even at this point.
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Abarbanel and Ramban. It assumes that parents will do what is ultimately in the best interest of their own child, rather than suggesting
they would have him executed for the greater communal good.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Regardless of how one chooses to understand the reason for
this extreme treatment of the wayward and rebellious son, ultimately it is a moot point. After all, according to one opinion, this
section was never meant to be played out in reality!
Babylonian Talmud Tractate Sanhedrin 71a
We learn (in a Braita) that Rabbi Shimon said: “And
because he ate a tartimar of meat and drank a half
log of Italian wine, his father and mother bring him
out to stone him?! Rather, this never was and never
will be. Why then was it written? – Learn and
(thereby) receive reward.”

תלמוד בבלי מסכת סנהדרין דף עא עמוד א
 וכי מפני שאכל זה: אמר רבי שמעון,דתניא
 אביו,תרטימר בשר ושתה חצי לוג יין האיטלקי
ואמו מוציאין אותו לסקלו? אלא לא היה ולא
. ולמה נכתב? דרוש וקבל שכר.עתיד להיות

The wayward son is, at least in the view of Rabbi Shimon (whose
view is often the one used to explain this case), a purely theoretical construct. It is included in the Torah as an academic exercise,
allowing us to flex our intellectual muscles, as it were, and receive
reward for our efforts in learning.
This conclusion, however, seems somewhat lacking. Any number of narratives, instructions, or teachings could have been included for that purpose. Why select this particular law that describes a
non-existent situation? What underlying message might be buried
beneath the surface of such a strange inclusion?
3. Conveyance of an underlying educational message
This third category of commentary approaches our section from
a more overarching perspective, attempting to identify a more eternal message for the Jewish people.
Rav Shimshon Raphael Hirsch Deuteronomy Ch. 21
(Daniel Haberman translation; emphasis added)
The Torah gives an important hint to all educators concerned about the moral
future of their students.
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“He doesn’t listen to the voice of his father and the voice of his mother.” Only if the
child has both a mother and father; only if the father and mother alike have sought
to exert upon him their educative influence; only if the father and mother speak in
one voice. . .only if the parents are of one heart and one mind – only then can they
say to themselves that they are not to blame for the failure of their son.
19-20: “And his father and mother will grasp him. . .”
Of all the possible sins, the Torah has chosen as a criterion of hopeless corruption
the case of a Jewish youth who having reached adolescence, a time in life when he
should enthusiastically embrace every ideal of spirituality and morality, devotes himself to drink and gluttony instead.
. . . here there is a great hint to a father and mother about the great significance
of the atmosphere of the home, upon which the young build their spiritual and
ethical future. . . Only in a place where an incomparably supreme value is attached
to spiritual and moral values can the atmosphere be created in which young people
are protected from sensual animalization.

Rav Hirsch sees the description of the Ben Sorer u'Moreh as a
guide for parents regarding how to best educate their children. In
fact, one could argue that Rav Hirsch believes the emphasis in this
section is not on the wayward son at all. Rather, we are supposed
to focus on the mother and father of this boy, who demonstrate the
ideal achievement in parental education.
The Torah condemns this child precisely because his parents did
such a good job. If even in the wake of their perfect parenting, the
boy still fails so extremely, the only possible conclusion is that there
is some intrinsic flaw within HIM which is impossible to correct;
otherwise, these wonderful parents would have succeeded in correcting it.
What, then, are the qualities that make for perfection in parenting? Rav Hirsch highlights a number of elements that he believes
the Torah emphasizes in its choice of language.” These include:
• The importance of both a male and female influence,
		
“the voice of his father and the voice of his mother.”
		
Mother and father alike need to be involved, each 		
		
through the application of their own unique brand of
		
parenting.
• The need for a unified approach when it comes to
		
morality and spirituality, and when it comes to
		
presenting a unified front - to “speak with one voice.”
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• Spirituality needs to be lived by the parents in order
to be conveyed to the children. If a home
environment places emphasis on material and physical
pleasures, the strength of moral and spiritual lessons
diminishes.

Rav Hirsch’s view takes the pesukim literally, as a means to learn
about literal parents and children. The Kli Yakar, on the other hand,
suggests that the entire portion is metaphorical and is not meant to
be read literally at all.
Kli Yakar on Deuteronomy Ch. 21
18) If a man has a wayward and rebellious son:
Chazal tell us (Sanhedrin 71a) that this never
happened and never will happen. Why did the
Torah then write it? Only to provide us with reward for its analysis. In any case, we still have an
obligation to explain why the Torah would include
something that is not in existence at all. . . the
simple understanding of this section contains a
wonderful teaching – that all of Israel are called
“sons of G-d.” There is a concern that they will rely
upon this and they will say “Since we are His sons,
it is certain that if we will be wayward, He will not
look at the sin of Jacob [cf. Bamidbar 23:21], and He
will have mercy upon us as a father is merciful towards a son, and he will overlook it in the way that a
father overlooks his son[’s misdeeds]” and they will
say “Hashem is an overlooker”. . . for this reason the
Torah included this, for justice is true justice such
that even a father is obligated to bring his son to a
court and hand him over for execution. In this way,
all of Israel will hear this and fear G-d and not rely
on the fact that they are called “sons,” for just as
a father is obligated to deliver his son to the lower
(earthly) court, so too is the law in the Higher
(Heavenly) Court.

כלי יקר דברים פרק כא
. יח) כי יהיה לאיש בן סורר ומורה
אמרו חז"ל (סנהדרין עא א)בן סורר ומורה לא
 ולמה נכתב בתורה? אלא דרוש.היה ולא יהיה
 ומכל מקום חל עלינו חובת ביאור.וקבל שכר
דבר זה למה כתבה תורה דבר שאינו בנמצא
 מפשוטה של הפרשה יש מוסר נפלא. . .כלל
" ויש לחוש.לכל ישראל שנקראו "בנים לאל חי
,שיסמכו על זה ויאמרו "מאחר שאנחנו בניו
אם כן ודאי אם יהיו בנים סוררים לא יביט און
ביעקב וירחם עליהם כרחם אב על בנים ויוותר
להם כדרך שהאב מוותר לבנו" ויאמרו "הקב"ה
 שהדין דין אמת, על כן כתבה התורה..."וותרן
שאפילו האב חייב להביא את בנו לבית דין
 ועל ידי זה ישמעו פרשה זו כל.ולמוסרו למיתה
ישראל ויראו את ה' ולא יסמכו על מה שקראם
" כי גם בבית דין שלמטה חייב האב למסור,"בנים
:את בנו לבית דין וכן הדין גם בבית דין שלמעלה

The case of the Ben Sorer u'Moreh, states the Kli Yakar, is
included in the Torah in order to reinforce the idea that true justice
reigns supreme. Regardless of filial relationships, G-d will ultimately
ensure that true justice is done. This whole section isn’t actually
speaking about our children or our parenting techniques at all –
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it’s a message to us about ourselves. We may be Hashem’s
metaphorical children, but we will still be held accountable for our
actions. We can’t behave badly and just assume that our Father in
Heaven will bail us out.
Overall, deeper analysis of these four verses has the potential to
reveal new vistas of perspective and insight into a vast array of topics. Ranging from the literal to the metaphorical, may the various
interpretations help us to aspire to greater heights in the personal
and communal, in the home and in the courtroom.
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The Power of Mesiras Nefesh
Eddie Moskovitz1
Bereishit 32:25 says that Yaakov remained alone. Rashi famously
quotes the statement of Rabbi Elazar explaining that Yaakov was
alone because he had stayed behind for “small flasks.”2 The sixteenth century commentator, Nosson Nota Shapira, explains in
Megaleh Amukos that Yaakov remained alone for the sake of the
flask of oil for the Chanukah miracle.3
What is the connection between the flask of oil involved in the
Chanukah miracle and the events of Yaakov? And why does the Torah allude to the miracle of the flask of oil specifically in the context
of Yaakov’s battle with the “man” Chazal4 identify as the angel of
Esav?
Megaleh Amukos goes on to cite the following midrashic tradition, based on Kabbalistic sources. When Yaakov placed stones
around his head and got up in the morning to find that they had
become a single stone, a flask of oil appeared. When he poured the
oil onto the stone, the flask remained full, and Yaakov knew that it
would be a source of blessing. That oil of blessing would be used to
anoint: the Mishkan and all its vessels, including the  ;מזבחAharon
and his sons; and the kings- and the flask was still full! It would
also become the jug of oil of the widow of Tzarfat (whom Eliyahu
helped),5 as well as the jug of oil of the wife of Ovadiah Hanavi.6
1 Eddie Moskovitz is a lifelong member of Young Israel. He graduated from the Hebrew
Academy. He and his wife Iris have two daughters, who are also Hebrew Academy
students.
2 Chullin 91a
3 This source is cited by Rabbi Dovid Hofstadter in Darash David, Series II on the Holidays,
page 209.
4 Bereishit Rabbah 77:3
5 Melachim I 17:12
6 Melachim II 2:1 (Many commentaries (eg. Rashi, Radak) identify the woman in this verse
as the widow of Ovadiah.)
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I would suggest that this does not mean the same oil was used
on all these occasions, but that the oil which appeared for Yaakov
shared the same spiritual roots as the anointing oil and the same
spiritual roots as the jugs of oil that were pivotal in the stories of
the two widows. What was the common denominator for all of
these miraculous oils?
In order to answer these questions, let’s look at the events that
led up to the miracle for Ovadiah’s widow. Ovadiah had rescued
100 neviim (prophets) from wicked Queen Izevel and had given
them food and water, spending all of his money, even borrowing
money with interest.7 After Ovadiah’s death, his creditors came for
his two sons as payment of his debt. Ovadiah’s widow pleaded with
Elisha to help her, and her salvation came through a great miracle
when a small quantity of oil multiplied until she had enough oil to
sell and pay off the debt.8
Why did a miracle occur for Ovadiah’s widow and not for
Ovadiah himself? Wouldn’t it have been more helpful to have miraculously provided Ovadiah with the resources to support the
neviim in the first place, rather than leaving him to provide for them
himself and creating a need for his wife and sons to be saved?
The answer is that the guardians of evil in this world are granted
so much power that the only way they can be overcome is through
mesiras nefesh, heroic acts of self-sacrifice. Such devotion is the
only force potent enough to neutralize the power of the wicked.
When King Achav and his wife were in power, the only way to combat the evil they represented was through mesiras nefesh; Ovadiah’s act of self-sacrifice in giving up all his money enabled Ovadiah
to save the neviim and merited his family’s miraculous deliverance.
7 Melachim I 18:4, with Midrash Tanchuma Mishpatim 9
8 Melachim II 4:1-7
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We can now understand the connection between Ovadiah and
the story of Yaakov retrieving the flask of oil before fighting the
angel of Esav. Like Ovadiah, Yaakov displayed mesiras nefesh: first,
by risking his life to get the bracha from Yitzchak as his mother instructed, and later, when he returned to retrieve that very special oil.
The flask of oil, with the light and sustenance it provides, symbolizes the abundance with which Hashem blesses those who
demonstrate mesiras nefesh to combat evil - following in the footsteps of Yaakov. This is also the reason this oil was used to anoint
the kings of Bnei Yisrael, for the task of a Jewish king is to combat
forces of evil.
We can also understand the connection between the miracle that occurred for the Chashmonaim and the oil that Yaakov
retrieved before his battle with Esav’s angel. The flask of oil that
the Chashmonaim discovered is symbolic of the power of mesiras
nefesh that the Jewish people possess, a power that can’t be overcome by evil.
Throughout our history, we have suffered from persecution that
has taken a terrible physical toll on our people. Both my parents
suffered tremendously from the Germans. They lost a lot of family
members and barely survived themselves. It was their tremendous
mesiras nefesh that enabled both of my parents to survive and
build a family committed to Torah life. My parents came to America
with no money and had a difficult time paying tuition, but with
mesiras nefesh they were able to give my sister, brother, and myself a
Jewish education – fighting the great evil in the world that tried to
undermine that future. That continues with my children and hopefully with their children. That is one thing that our oppressors have
not been able to take away from us: our mesiras nefesh for Hashem.
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The Significance of Humility
Joseph Steiner, PhD1
Parashat Beha’alotekha concludes with the well-known incident
of Miriam’s and Aharon’s inappropriate conversation about their
brother, Moshe, for which Miriam was punished with tzara'at. After
relating the content of their discussion, the Torah tells of Moshe's
humility: “And the man Moshe was exceedingly humble - more so
than any person on the face of the earth” (Bamidbar 12:3).
What is the relationship between what they said and the fact
of Moshe’s humility? The midrash Sifrei (Bamidbar 100) explains
that this verse refers to Moshe's silence in the face of his siblings’
insults.
 שנאמר וישמע ה, אף בפניו של משה דברו בו:'ר' נתן אומר
: אלא שכבש משה על הדבר,והאיש משה
Rabbi Natan says: They even spoke about him Moshe in
front of him, as it is said, “And Hashem heard” [followed
immediately by] “and the man, Moshe” – except that he
suppressed the matter.
According to Rabbi Natan, Moshe heard what was said about
him, yet made no objection and did not respond to justify himself.
Implicit within this approach is an inherent association
between humility and silence in the face of disparagement. When
the Torah speaks of Moshe as "humble," it does so in order to explain
why Moshe chose not to respond: because this reaction (or lack of
reaction) to insult is one of the qualities of a humble person.
To better understand the nature of humility exemplified by
Moshe in this passage, it is helpful to consider the thoughts of Karl
1 Joseph Steiner, PhD is a clinical psychologist practicing at Connections, a Beachwood mental
health center, and adjunct professor of psychology at Case Western Reserve University. He also
has a small private practice and trains graduate students from other universities. He is the gabbai
at Young Israel of Beachwood daily minyan.
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Albrecht, PhD. Albrecht begins by arguing that our society does not
fully value humility, and suggests this is because we do not fully
understand what humility means or how it can benefit us:
Our popular-media culture is saturated with themes of
conflict, combat, and conquest. Popular films feature
cops chasing crooks; the military fighting terrorists; the
lone avenger pursuing the evil-doers. We say we love
peace makers, but our heroes are warriors. As a society,
we like our celebrities to be cheeky, self-important, and
even a bit narcissistic.
Little wonder that humble people seem a bit strange to
us, as if they’re following some syncopated life rhythm
that few people around them quite “get.” . . .
What is humility? It’s a subtle concept, and I find myself
having to frame it mostly in terms of what it is not.
My conception of humility is what you have when you
give up certain self aggrandizing thought patterns,
reflexes, and behaviors. I offer the proposition – and the
value judgment – that humility is a kind of liberation, a
paradoxical state of freedom from the culturally imposed
norms of narcissistic “me-first” thinking. . . .
One definition of humility is:
a psycho-social orientation characterized by 1) a sense of
emotional autonomy, and 2) freedom from the control of
the “competitive reflex.”
What is the competitive reflex? It is:
the preconscious, visceral impulse to oppose or outdo
others, or to auto-react against perceived threats to
one’s established sense of self.2
2 https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/brainsnacks/201501/the-paradoxical-power-humility
All of the quotations from Albrecht are taken from this article.
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Humility, Albrecht argues, does not mean relinquishing control.
It does not mean “letting people walk all over you,” “constantly
sacrificing your interests to those of others” or “hiding your
feelings or suppressing your views to avoid alienating others.”
On the contrary, humility is freedom from being controlled by the
need to outdo others or make ourselves out to be better.
Albrecht continues:
Humility is about emotional neutrality. It involves an
experience of growth in which you no longer need to put
yourself above others, but you don’t put yourself below
them, either. Everyone is your peer – from the most
“important” person to the least. You’re just as valuable
as every other human being on the planet, no more and
no less. It’s about behaving and reacting from purposes,
not emotions. You learn to simply disconnect or deprogram the competitive reflex in situations where it's
not productive.
The legendary gestalt therapist Fritz Perls said, “I am I
and you are you; I am not in this world to live up to your
expectations, and you are not in this world to live up to
mine.” It’s a liberating idea, I believe.
The humble person is emotionally mature enough to realize
not just that no one else is more important than he, but that he
is also no more important than anyone else. This sense of value
frees a person from reactive impulses and allows him to determine
more purposefully and productively whether a perceived affront
warrants response.
Indeed, the Mesilat Yesharim (Chapter 22), in listing the various
aspects of humility, includes the quality of sevilat ha-elbonot tolerating insults. The arrogant person cannot bear to hear anything
offensive: he lacks the confidence and self-esteem to ignore what
other people say or think about him. It is the humble individual
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who, ironically, is comfortable enough with himself to tolerate and
ignore insults.
The Mesilat Yesharim cites in this context the Gemara's
comment regarding the final clause of Devorah Haneviah’s famous
song of triumph, "And those who love Him [shall be] like the sun
emerging in its power" (Shoftim 5:31). The Gemara remarks that
this refers to "those who are insulted but do not insult, who hear
their shame and do not respond."3 Just as the sun rises and sets
each morning regardless of what anybody says or does, so does
the individual referred to in the verse conduct himself as he knows
he should, without paying heed to other people's insults. He
remains, to use Albrecht’s term, emotionally neutral. A person cannot
allow himself to be rattled by slurs and denigrating remarks. And
if he does find himself disturbed by what is said about him, then he
should perhaps take a more purposeful approach and examine his
conduct to see if perhaps there is some truth to the criticism.
It is worth citing in this context the comments by Rav Avraham
Pam, as recorded in Rav Shalom Smith's The Pleasant Way, Parashat
Beha'alotekha:
A humble person trains himself to accept the sharp
comments that others may inflict upon him. He will not
let it upset him or evoke in him the desire to respond
in kind. Either he will totally ignore the remarks or he
will accept the criticism with gratitude. He will think to
himself. "Maybe what they are saying about one is true and
the critique is justified. It is good for me to acknowledge
these remarks because, by doing so, I will become a
better person." A person who can bear insults and
criticism will spare himself much grief and heartache.
3 Shabbos 88b
 עליהן הכתוב-  עושין מאהבה ושמחין ביסורין, שומעין חרפתן ואינן משיבין, עלובין ואינן עולבין:תנו רבנן
".אומר "ואהביו כצאת השמש בגברתו
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Jewish Creativity Protections
Chaim Apfel 1
Intellectual property is a broad category that refers to copyright,
patent and trademark protection. These laws grant different types
of monopolies to people over aspects of things they have created.
As Jews, we should wonder to what extent our religion grants these
same protections. Judaism has its own set of property laws that
has practical import based on the rulings of modern batei din, as
well as an impact on our own spiritual wellbeing.2
Dina de-Malchuta Dina
When discussing any matter that overlaps with secular law,
the concept of dina de-malchusa dina should be considered. This
principle makes an activity a sin because the government has
prohibited that activity. In our specific context, it may render violation of an intellectual property protection halachically prohibited
because it is forbidden to violate secular laws. As we shall see, its
applicability is based on assessments of the law that are arguably
subjective, often depending on the intentions of a particular
individual. One must evaluate the principles which secular authorities apply in determining the law, according to the standards that
halachic authorities have set down, to arrive at an intellectually
honest assessment of the specific situation. While this is not the
forum for a comprehensive study of dina de-malchuta dina, there are
several principles related to our topic that are particularly important
in considering whether a copyright violation will violate this principle.
1 Chaim Apfel received a JD, with a concentration in intellectual property, from Hofstra
University. He has also studied at the Rabbi Isaac Elchanan Theological Seminary of
Yeshiva University, Yeshivas Madreigas Ha’Adam in New York, and Yeshivat Torat Shraga
in Jerusalem.
2 For the purpose of this paper we will assume that causing economic harm to someone
can constitute a sin. While the exact nature of this sin is a matter of some debate, as far
as the author is aware there is no debate that such a sin does exist. See R. Aharon
Lichtenstein, Ha-Issur le-Hazik, Shiurei Harav Aharon Lichtenstein: Dina de-Garmi (2000).
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The first matter of subjectivity is how we understand the basis
and scope of dina de-malchuta dina, which is a matter of some
debate. The Rosh,3 for example, derives dina de-malchuta dina
from the government’s position as the primary property owner.
Under this view, the principle should be limited to laws that
are associated with property ownership, such as taxes.4 Other
commentaries regard dina de-malchuta dina to be a broader
license to maintain order and social justice.5
Another view of the scope of dina de-malchuta limits the application of this halacha to instances when the government stands
to benefit directly from the law in question. Those who maintain
that dina de-malkhuta does not apply when the government does
not benefit from a law disagree as to whether the government is
considered to have benefited from laws that do not affect government activity.6 Government activity has classically been assumed
to be relegated to protecting its citizens’ health and property.7
Intellectual property would fall outside of the scope of this protection
because intellectual property is not a tangible article but a legal
fiction that is based on government interpretation. Its qualities
are naturally subject to interpretation and even more subjectivity
would be involved in determining to what extent it fits the aforementioned opinions regarding the scope of dina de-malchuta dina.8
3
4
5
6
7
8

Nedarim 4:11.
See Yam Shel Shlomo, Bava Kamma 6:14.
Ibid.
See Ramban, Bava Batra 55a. See also Encyclopedia Talmudit, Dina de-Malkhuta Dina 299-301.
John Locke, Second Treatise on Government, (1690) (1980).
This discussion is further complicated by the question of what actually benefits, or harms,
the government. The United States Constitution, in Article 1 Section 8, authorizes
intellectual property laws to “promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing
for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings
and Discoveries.” The government benefits from intellectual property laws that encourage
citizens to engage in creative activity for the public good. However, intellectual property
laws can also hinder creative efforts, by discouraging the use of protected works.
For example, the issue of “orphan works,” instances when the intellectual owner of
creative works cannot be identified, is one that the U.S. Copyright Office has been
working to correct. Protection of these works actually causes public harm.
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A further question arises in instances when the government
enacts a law that contradicts Torah law. The commonly stated
opinion is that in such a case, halacha would override dina
de-malchuta dina.9 However, in civil cases involving circumstances when one of the litigants is a gentile, dina de-malchuta dina
should apply regardless of Torah law.10 Also, there seems to be a
commonly stated opinion that if a law is unjust then it would not be
applicable.11 In the case of copyright law, the author is not aware of
any halachic authorities that see a contradiction to Torah law,
although many hold that it has no roots in classical biblical law; it
simply is not mentioned. Intellectual property legislation could
exist without nullifying any part of Torah law. Therefore, intellectual
property rules could be regarded as subject to dina de-malchuta
dina. There is, however, room to argue that copyright law might
be considered unjust, and therefore not subject to dina de-malchuta
dina, if a person regarded any part of copyright law to be unconstitutional. In that case, the law may be considered an unjust rule,
since that aspect of the law would go against the higher laws of the
state.12 Even if a person thought that a particular aspect of copyright legislation was unjust, that would not present a complete heter
to use a particular example of copyrighted material. It would only
mean that using the material would not present a problem with
dina de-malchuta dina. There may be several other prohibitions
involved, such as chillul Hashem and others that will be discussed
below.13 Therefore, both an attorney and a competent halachic
authority should be consulted.14
9 O.C. Sifsei Cohen siman 73 sif katan 39.
10 Rambam, Zechia U-Matanah 1:14-15.
11 See Ramban Baba Basra 55a.
12 See Ramban, ibid.
13 See R. Weifish, Specific Rulings of Leading Torah Scholars, Copyright in Jewish Law
	(2010), citing R. Moshe Halberstam.
14 See R. Weifish, ibid., citing R. Yosef Shlomo Elyashiv.
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Hasagat Gevul
If we were to draw a parallel to public policies, intellectual
property law is motivated by concerns similar to those addressed
by what is commonly called hasagat gevul.15 Hasagat gevul, in
certain circumstances, limits individuals from engaging in activities that will encroach on another’s business. Intellectual property
laws were created out of a concern that commercial activity should
be stifled under certain circumstances. In general, the costliest
and riskiest part of any creative activity is the development stage.
Intellectual property laws allow people who have engaged in
developing creative projects to reap the benefits of their development
without having to face competition from those not involved with
the development.
In 1550, Rav Moshe Isserles (Rama) provided an important ruling
on encroaching businesses that happened to revolve around an issue
of intellectual property.16 Rabbi Meir ben Isaac Katzenellenbogen
(Maharam) of Padua had hired a printer to issue an edition of the
Mishneh Torah with his own commentary. A competing printer
then issued a cheaper edition of the Mishneh Torah that also
included the Maharam’s commentaries, along with an introduction
that criticized them. The Maharam wrote to the Rama asking him
to issue an injunction against the purchase of the printer’s edition.
The Rama ruled in favor of the Maharam, but only partially. Focusing
primarily on the issue of unfair competition (hasagat gevul), he
issued a temporary injunction until the Maharam had sold all of the
books that he had printed thus far, so that the Maharam would be
able to reap the rewards for what he had invested.
15 The term is borrowed from Deuteronomy 19:14. However, no halachic sources, including
the Talmud, appear to cite the pasuk as the relevant authority when discussing this issue.
The pasuk itself deals with encroachment of land. There does not appear to be a biblical
commandment involved.
16 Shaalot U’Teshuvot HaRama siman 10.
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Many aspects of the Rama’s ruling have undergone significant
scrutiny. For the purpose of this article, there are a number of limitations on the applicability of hasagat gevul that should be noted.
One limitation, noted by the Rama himself, is that a ruling of unfair
competition should only be applied when the plaintiff will certainly
suffer a loss as a result of the defendant’s actions. The Chasam
Sofer further limits the application of this halacha to circumstances
when there are insufficient potential customers to support an additional supplier.17 When issues arise related to intellectual property
violations, it would be appropriate to consider not just the details
of the isolated act in question but the broader economic environment, such as the investment that the copyright owner has made
and how this activity will affect other customers. A person who
wants to stifle another’s activity should likewise consider how likely
it is that actual harm will result from the activity.
Zechuyot Yotzrim
In America, we almost take for granted that creating a copy of
another person’s creative work is itself a tortuous offense. However, a superficial reading of the Gemara would tend to belie this
assumption. In Bava Kama 20b, we are taught that we do not obligate a person for benefits received from another’s property if the
owner did not suffer a loss as a result of the other person’s benefit.
An intellectual property owner’s resources are technically not diminished when another person infringes on that intellectual property. The economic rules of supply and demand may mean that the
intellectual property is valued less by other people. However, no
physical harm or degradation has come to anything that the intellectual property owner claims ownership over.
17 Shaalot U’Teshuvot Chasam Sofer vol 5 Choshen Mishpat siman 61.
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The Noda Bi'Yehudah records an incident in which an author
commissioned a printer to create a stencil of the Gemara with the
author’s commentary. After the printing was completed, the printer
retained the copy of the stencil and used it to print another version of
the Gemara without the author’s commentary. The Noda Bi'Yehudah
ruled that the even though the printer had created the stencil, the
author was the intellectual owner because he maintained control
over how it would be created. The printer was just an agent. The
printer was obligated to pay the author for the benefit he received,
although not for any loss of value to the author’s edition. The
Noda Bi'Yehudah noted that had the author explicitly forbidden the
publisher from using the stencil, the publisher would have been
obligated to compensate for the loss to the physical manuscripts
as well and not just the benefit that the printer received.18
Rav Zalman Nechemya Goldberg provides an insight to the ruling
with important practical considerations. He believes that the source
for requiring a person to pay for benefit received, rather than actual damage, arises when discussing gezeilah. The Shulchan Aruch
writes that it is forbidden to benefit from an item obtained through
gezel.19 While often including an aspect of theft, gezeilah encompasses the broader transgression of misusing an item against an
owner’s wishes.20 The Gemara treats using property against an
original owner’s wishes as gezeilah, or theft, even if that property
is in the lawful possession of the user.21 For example, Bava Metzia
78b applies the word “gazlan” to someone who uses charity to
18 Noda be-Yehudah, Mahadura Tinyana, Choshen Mishpat siman 24.
19 Choshen Mishpat 369:1-2. The biblical source presented as the source for this issur
	(prohibition) is “do not put a stumbling block in front of a blind person” (Leviticus 19:14).
See also Yad Rama Bava Batra 26a siman 107, who cites this pasuk as the source for
a general prohibition against committing damage to another’s property. When discussing
geneivah, however, the Shulchan Aruch only mentions a prohibition to purchase the
stolen item and no pasuk is mentioned (Choshen Mishpat 356:1).
20 Rambam, Hilkhot Gezeilah va-Aveidah 3:11.
21 Rav Zalman Nechemya Goldberg. HaAtakas Koletes Lelo Reshus Habaalim, Techumim
	(6) pg. 185 available at http://zomet.org.il/?CategoryID=265&ArticleID=263
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purchase an item the money was not donated for.22 Rav Goldberg
argues that if a copyright owner specifically prohibits others from
making copies, even after a lawful purchase, that owner retains
some rights to that item and the infringer is considered to be a
gazlan. Based on the opinion of the Noda Bi'yehudah, Rav Goldberg
believes that a person incurs a responsibility to pay for benefitting
from an item that has been used against the original owner’s wishes,
such as occurs during a copyright violation. This responsibility is
meant to avoid committing the sin of benefiting from gezeilah.
Conclusion
The Rabbinical Council of America has issued a policy statement
calling for comportment with copyright laws.23 It has stated that
comportment with these laws is necessary to comply with halacha.
The purpose of this article is meant to present an argument for
some of the reasons to assume that violating intellectual property
laws can have halachic significance. Possible religious concerns can
include, among other things, dina de-malchuta dina and hasagat
gevul. It should be noted, however, that authorities are not in
uniform agreement regarding these assertions. For example,
22 It is noteworthy that charge of theft is probably not literal. There is no physical item
that has been stolen. The term “gezeilah” has subsequently been used in other
instances to refer to issues that would be considered within the category of wrongful
acts involving money, such as cheating. See Neil Weinstock Netanel. “Maharam of
Padua v. Giustiniani; the Sixteenth-Century Origins of the Jewish Law of Copyright”.
fn 106. available at https://www.law.uh.edu/ipil/symposium/prior/final/Netanel.pdf.
See also Daniel Ungar. “Copyright Enforcement by Praise and Curse: The Colourful
Development of Jewish Intellectual Property”. fn 138 available at
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Daniel_Ungar/publication/228297941_Copy		
right_Enforcement_by_Praise_and_Curse_The_Colourful_Development_of_
Jewish_Intellectual_Property/links/0c9605183cfe5062a6000000/CopyrightEnforcement-by-Praise-and-Curse-The-Colourful-Development-of-JewishIntellectual-Property.pdf citing R. Yaakov Cohen. Emek Hamishpat, Vol.IV, 2004, “Es
says on ‘Is it Permitted to Copy?’” No.24 (“Is a Copier Considered a Thief?”), pp.391–93.
23 “Illegal Internet Downloading: RCA calls upon community to desist from downloading
copyrighted music and other materials from the Internet.” May 17, 2005. Available at
http://www.rabbis.org/news/article.cfm?id=100596.
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Divrei Malkiel 24 very explicitly rejects many of the underlying
assumptions of intellectual property being a concept that is relevant
to Jewish law. He dismisses any concerns that an intellectual
property infringement can be considered a prohibition when it
does not result in physical damage or denial of access to physical
property. With such a broad range of opinions, it is difficult to apply
a formulaic answer. Clearly, a competent halachic authority should
be consulted.
24 3:157. The case he discusses is a merchant who mimics the medicine of another
merchant. The latter merchant had received a special government certificate that gave
credence to its efficacy. This case seems more closely related to trademark violation
than to copyright infringement. However, the broad conceptualization of intellectual
property should still be applicable.
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Moving Backward in Time
Dr. Michael J. Covitch1
Conducting one's business affairs according to halacha is often
challenging and requires consultation with a rav. Besides the
common issues of ribis (interest), joining business colleagues in
non-kosher eating establishments and the like, there are a number
of thorny situations facing the international traveler when he is
propelled backward or forward in time in an instant. No, this is not
a scenario borrowed from a science fiction novel, nor the revelation
of the invention of the world's first time machine. It all stems from
the institution of the International Date Line (IDL).
Many maps of the earth show the demarcation of the IDL as a
dashed line passing from pole to pole through the Pacific Ocean,
with a number of zigzags inserted to avoid cutting through island
groupings and larger land masses in the region. It is located on the
opposite side of the earth (180 degrees longitude) from Greenwich,
England and was established at the International Meridian
Conference in 1884 in Washington, D.C. Lines of longitude are
imaginary lines going from the North Pole to the South Pole,
whereas lines of latitude are perpendicular to lines of longitude.
The pole-to-pole line passing through Greenwich, England is the
0 degree line of longitude, and the equator is the 0 degree line
of latitude.
The need for an IDL can be easily understood by the following
thought experiment. We know that there are 24 time zones
established approximately every 15 degrees longitude on the earth
(360 degrees / 24 = 15 degrees per time zone). Imagine Mr. Schwartz
sitting at his desk in Cleveland at 2 pm on December 15 and sending
1 Dr. Michael J. Covitch holds a PhD in polymer chemistry from Case Western Reserve University
and worked in the chemical industry for thirty-eight years. He is the author of thirty-five technical
papers and sixteen U.S. patents. He has been a member of Young Israel of Cleveland for forty-four
years and is the recipient of the National Council of Young Israel Shofar Award in 2007. He and his
wife, Sandy, reside in Cleveland Heights.
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a group email to his business contacts in various cities around the
world. Arranging these cities in order from Cleveland in a westerly
direction, the local times when his electronic message arrives at
their destinations are shown in the chart below.
Location
Local Time
Cleveland
2 pm
Chicago
1 pm
Los Angeles
11 am
Hawaii
8 am
Tokyo
2 am
Tel Aviv
8 pm
London
7 pm
New York
2 pm

Date before IDL
December 15
December 15
December 15
December 15
December 15
December 14
December 14
December 14

Date with IDL
December 15
December 15
December 15
December 15
December 16
December 15
December 15
December 15

Since the sun rises in the east and sets in the west, the local
time shifts one hour earlier for each time zone crossed from east
to west. Before the advent of the IDL, the conundrum illustrated
by this thought experiment is that two cities in the same time zone
(Cleveland and New York) can coexist on two different dates! New
York is a day earlier than Cleveland.
The same thought experiment can be performed in reverse,
arranging the cities in an easterly direction. In this case, without
the IDL, New York would be a day later than Cleveland!
Location
Cleveland
London
Tel Aviv
Tokyo

Local Time
2 pm
7 pm
8 pm
2 am

Date before IDL
December 15
December 15
December 15
December 16

Date with IDL
December 15
December 15
December 15
December 16
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Location
Local Time
Hawaii
8 am
Los Angeles
11 am
Chicago
1 pm
New York
2 pm

Date before IDL
December 16
December 16
December 16
December 16

Date with IDL
December 15
December 15
December 15
December 15

To alleviate this problem, the IDL was created so that the actual
date would increase by one day when crossing the IDL from east to
west and would decrease by one day when traveling west to east.
Since the IDL passes through the Pacific Ocean west of Hawaii, the
IDL corrects the date when traveling between Tokyo and Hawaii,
thereby restoring Cleveland and New York to the same date.
As a business traveler having occasion to meet with a supplier in
Japan several times each year, I could usually avoid having to spend
Shabbos in the Far East by leaving Cleveland by air on a Sunday,
flying west to Tokyo and arriving on Monday afternoon. Two days
of meetings would be followed by a Thursday afternoon return
flight, arriving in Cleveland on Thursday. Twice, however, three
days of meetings were scheduled instead of two. Could I plan
a return flight, l'chatchila, leaving Tokyo on Friday and arriving
Cleveland on Friday morning? Once the plane were to cross the
IDL on Tokyo's Friday night, the date would revert back to Thursday
night, and I would not be flying on Shabbos. But what happens
before that, when the plane flies into sunset before crossing the
IDL? I would be riding on an airplane for a few hours of Shabbos
before the date would change back to Thursday.
I posed this question to my Rav, who presented me with the
following p'sak: I could plan to leave Tokyo on Friday, provided
that I take precautions to avoid chilul Shabbos after the onset of
sunset in the plane's location on Friday evening. Precautions included
removing muktza items from my person and storing them in a travel
bag, as well as visiting the rest room before sunset (the light in
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airplane rest rooms goes on when opening the door). To avoid
inadvertently performing melacha, he advised taking a nap.
He also cautioned me not to accept Shabbos upon myself, leaving
the question of whether it is or isn't Shabbos up to the objective
location of the plane. When the plane crosses the eastern-most
opinion of the halachic IDL, the date reverts back to Friday, and I
can return to non-Shabbos mode.
However, there is an important question to clarify in addressing
this scenario. We know where the "secular" IDL is located, but does
halacha recognize that location? Where, exactly, will the plane's
position revert to Friday in a halachic sense? Is it the same as the
secular IDL?
There are many opinions among poskim as to the location of
the date line according to halacha. Rabbi Zalman Tropper compiled
an excellent halachic guide to the laws of the date line, written in
English, based upon Rabbi Yisroel Taplin's sefer entitled Taarich
Yisroel (Rabbi Yisroel Taplin and Zalman Tropper, The Date Line in
Halacha, Lakewood, NJ, 1999). Besides summarizing the various
opinions as to the location of the date line, the authors provide
answers to other common halachic questions that face the international traveler. My summary of relevant halachos vis-à-vis the IDL
in halacha is based upon Rabbi Tropper's book. Quoted passages
are from this work.
The first proposal to set the location of a halachic date line was
given by the Baal Hamaor, a contemporary of the Rambam. His IDL
was based on "the Gemara Rosh Hashana 20b regarding the laws
of Kiddush Hachodesh...that refers to Ktzeh Hamizrach, the eastern
edge of the world. His explanation makes sense only if there is
an IDL 90 degrees east of Jerusalem." This corresponds to 125.5
degrees east of Greenwich which is west of the secular IDL. The
Chazon Ish points out that the Baal Hamaor's IDL cuts through
major land masses of Asia and Australia and opines that it is
untenable for one person to be observing Shabbos and his
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neighbor to be keeping a weekday. Therefore, the Chazon Ish
modified the Baal Hamaor's line by diverting it along the eastern
shorelines of Asia and Australia where the 125.5 degree longitudinal
meridian intersects the continent. According to both opinions, Japan
is east of the date line, although Japan is west of the secular IDL.
Rav Yechiel Michel Tukatzinsky, a contemporary of the Chazon
Ish, in his sefer Hayomam B'kadur Ha'aretz, offers another basis to
derive the location of the halachic date line. He holds that "Jerusalem
is the center of the world. Although a circle has no beginning or
end, if we are to talk of east and west, we must have a reference
point from where to start. Jerusalem is that point. Hence, the
beginning of day one of creation took place half way around the
world, or ... 180 degrees east of Jerusalem, at the 144.8 degree W
meridian." This opinion places the halachic date line not only east
of the secular IDL but also east of Hawaii. (The halachic status of
Shabbos in Hawaii is controversial, but treatment of this issue is
beyond the scope of the present discussion.) The only major landmass it crosses is Alaska, which would cause the same problem as
the Baal Hamaor's IDL. Therefore, Rabbi Tukatzinsky was willing to
consider the Chazon Ish's approach by diverting his IDL along the
western coastline of Alaska to bring Alaska in compliance with the
dating convention of continental North America. According to this
opinion, Japan is west of the halachic IDL.
Other poskim, such as Rabbi Isser Zalman Meltzer and Rabbi Zvi
Pesach Frank, argue that "there is no halachic date line at all . . .
for all intents and purposes; since world convention adopted the
[secular] IDL, [one] should adopt the [secular] IDL as the halachic
one as well."
Rav Yonasan Shteif argues that the date is determined by
historical precedence. Since Japan's Saturday was defined by the
secular IDL before Jews settled there, Shabbos is on Japan's Saturday.
Alaska, on the other hand, was purchased by the U.S. from Russia
in 1867. The date convention in Alaska before the sale followed
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the Russian date, and transference of ownership to the U.S. would
not change precedence. Therefore, Rav Shteif holds that Shabbos is
observed in Alaska on the Alaskan Friday.
These four views represent the extreme placements of the
halachic international dateline. Among them, it is clear that Rav
Tukatzinsky's IDL is the most stringent opinion impacting the
question of when Shabbos becomes Thursday night (or Friday)
during my flight from Japan to the U.S. A practical way to determine
if this date line has been crossed is to watch the plane's location on
the video monitor. There is a tracking station in Fairbanks Alaska
which is located at the 147.48 degree W meridian, just minutes shy
of Rav Tukatzinsky's line at 144.8 degrees W. All tracking stations
are clearly marked on the video map. When the plane travels over
the Alaskan landmass, one could argue that Rav Tukatzinsky's date
line was crossed since it was "bent" to follow the western shore
line, but Rabbi Tropper recommends waiting until the 144.8 degree
W line is crossed before doing any melacha, possibly because the
Chazon Ish's concern about the halachic IDL separating neighbors
on land does not apply to travel by air (wherein all "neighbors" are
in the same boat, so to speak).
Other halachic issues arise with my flight from Japan. For instance,
another technical point to consider during the safek Shabbos
period (i.e., the period between sunset and total darkness, when
there is halachic uncertainty as to whether it is still Friday or already
Shabbos) is whether one is violating the halacha of techum Shabbos.
(i.e., how far beyond city limits one may travel on Shabbos). Rabbi
Tropper cites "an unresolved question in the Gemara whether the
laws of techum apply to space above ten tefachim" (i.e., between
36 and 40 inches.) In addition, there is an opinion that the distance
limit for techum Shabbos d'Oreisa (i.e., according to Torah law) does
not apply to travel over the ocean, which is considered a carmelis
(a public domain d’Rabanan, i.e., according to Rabbinic law). Therefore, "the techum question can be no more than a d’rabanan issue"
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which allows room to rule leniently, particularly in view of the fact
that the trip was undertaken to perform the mitzvah of shmiras
Shabbos with one's family in the best possible manner. Many modern
day poskim (Rav Gustman, Rav Eliashiv and Rav Scheninberg) rule
that it is permissable l'chatchila to undertake a Friday airplane
departure from Japan, despite the techum concern, on the basis of
the mitzvah of joining one's family for Shabbos.
A final issue to contend with is which Maariv to daven on the
plane. If the traveler is advised not to accept Shabbos on himself, he
can't daven Maariv of Shabbos. If one waits until Rabbi Tukatzinsky's IDL
is crossed to daven Maariv, he will be davening a second Thursday
night Maariv. He already davened Maariv on Thursday night in
Japan, and after crossing the date line, it's Thursday night again!
There are two approaches to the obligation of tefila when crossing
the IDL: (1) each new sunrise and sunset experienced by a person
"forms a new personal obligation for tefila"; or (2) tefila is a daily
obligation and is defined by the actual date. The first approach
dictates that he only daven one Maariv, which would have to be after
the plane passes Fairbanks, Alaska to avoid the Shabbos issue. The
second, however, would preclude davening Maariv then because
it is the same Thursday, and he cannot daven two Maariv services
on the same day. Rabbi Tropper's advice in such a situation is to
offer a compromise: daven the second Maariv as a tefilas nedava,
a voluntary prayer, with the following condition: "If I have already
fulfilled my obligation to daven, then may the following tefila be a
tefilas nedava."
The same principles apply to tefila encountered when traveling
from the U.S. to Japan. In this case, the sun doesn't set, so there is
no night on the date of departure before the day skips ahead one
day when crossing the IDL. Rabbi Tropper recommends davening
Mincha in the U.S. before leaving. If he leaves before Mincha
gedolah, he can daven Mincha on the plane before it crosses Rav
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Tukatzinsky's IDL, if possible. Upon arriving in Japan, he should say
a tefilas nedava, and tefilin should be worn with a bracha to ensure
that he fulfills the daily mitzvah of tefilin.
In this short exposition, I have addressed just a few of many
issues created by passing the International Date Line. Due to the
many opinions in halacha about the position of the halachic date
line, a rav should be consulted before travel begins. Observance of
fast days, date-sensitive mitzvos (matzoh, shofar, succah, megilah),
day-sensitive mitzvos (bris milah, pidyon haben, shiva nekiyim,
bar mitzvah, sefiras haomer), and tefila are real-life situations that
need to be considered to ensure proper compliance with halacha.
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Medicine and Melacha
Dr. Shaya Lempel1
Introduction
The Torah was transmitted to the Jewish nation at Mount Sinai,
pointing Jews toward a pathway of spiritual and physical purity.
Scripture writes, “ושמרתם את חקתי ואת משפטי אשר יעשה אתם
האדם וחי בהם,” “you shall follow my statues and decrees so that
a person shall do them and live by them.”2 From this verse, our
rabbis derive a mandate to preserve human life at all cost; in fact,
preservation of human life surpasses virtually all other biblical commandments3 – and the laws of Shabbos are no exception.
Biblical laws relating to Shabbos are paramount to Jewish observance, but nevertheless are mitigated by the overriding importance
of restoring health to one facing serious illness. In the appropriate
setting, strict Biblical law dictates capital punishment for violation
of Shabbos, but Jewish law places such immense value on human
life that such violation could actually be obligatory when fulfillment
of Shabbos law clashes with a person’s health. However, there
are varying levels of patient care, and their relation to the laws of
Shabbos creates a range of technicalities that must be understood
and reviewed by observant practitioners and laymen alike.
Many in-hospital procedures necessary for certain patients are
avoidable for others, but standardized procedures require they be
performed for the latter as well. Chest radiographs and routine
blood work are often obtained regardless of the illness, and will
1 Shaya lives in University Heights with his wife, Tamara, and their four children. Originally
from Monsey, and a graduate of Ner Israel Rabbinical College, Shaya moved to
Cleveland four years ago and currently practices radiology at Cleveland Clinic.
2 Vayikra 18:5
3 See Sanhedrin 74a for exceptions to this rule regarding three cardinal sins (incest,
idolatry and murder), as well as chapter 5 of Rambam’s Hilchot Yesodei haTorah.
4 See, for instance, Yoma 85a.
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not necessarily affect management or prognosis. Furthermore,
hospitals require that all diagnostic and therapeutic management
phases be recorded in electronic or written form. Such protocols
raise various issues for an observant Jew when they require
activities which are nonessential to immediate care and which, if
postponed, would not be detrimental to the patient. Can these
non-critical tasks be performed on Shabbos? In this essay, we will
analyze various ancient rabbinic sources as well as modern day
halachic authorities referencing pertinent laws of Shabbos and
their relation to the practice of medicine.
A Rabbinic Discussion
The Mishna states that if critically ill, a person may eat nonkosher food for medicinal purposes and continue this practice until
completely cured of his illness.5
Related to this idea, our rabbis pose a hypothetical question:
Can a critically ill patient eat therapeutic meat on Shabbos from an
animal lacking proper ritual slaughter? 6 Ingesting this meat would
violate a negative commandment forbidding us to eat non - kosher
food, but immediate slaughter to provide kosher meat would
violate Shabbos law.
One approach to resolving this dilemma involves weighing the
magnitude of each sin based on its corresponding punishment.
Consumption of non-kosher food is punishable with lashes, while
desecration of Shabbos is punishable by death. Following this
reasoning, ingestion of non-kosher meat would be preferable to
violating a more stringent Shabbos law.
5 Yoma 8:5-6
6 Raavad quoted in Rosh, Yoma 83a, 14
, מאכילין אותו על פי בקיאין; ואם אין שם בקיאין, חולה. מאכילין אותה עד שתשיב נפשה,עוברה שהריחה
 מאכילין אותו אפילו דברים טמאים עד שיאורו, מי שאחזו בולמוס:מאכילין אותו על פי עצמו עד שיאמר די
 מפני שהוא ספק נפשות וכל, מטילין לו סם בתוך פיו בשבת, החושש בגרונו: אמר רבי מתיא בן חרש...עיניו
:ספק נפשות דוחה את השבת
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In reference to this question, the Maraham of Rothenberg
writes that attending to the mortally ill on Shabbos is akin to
performing the same melacha (activities prohibited on Shabbos)
on an average weekday; if we are dealing with a serious illness,
we think of Shabbos like any other day.7 Therefore, one should
slaughter an animal in violation of Shabbos law rather than eat
non-kosher meat, although the latter is a seemingly lesser transgression, because with regard to a sick person’s needs it does not
matter that it’s Shabbos. Furthermore, since Shabbos is already
pushed aside while serving the sick, we can further attend to their
needs and perform unnecessary but related melachos, even in
violation of other Shabbos prohibitions. Permissibility of one act
opens the door to permit other melachos.
Other rabbis agree that desecrating Shabbos is preferable
to consumption of non - kosher food, but for a different reason.
Serving an observant Jew questionable meat may cause him to
abstain from eating altogether, thereby further endangering his
already threatened life.8
A Dichotomy: Hutrah or Dechuyah
According to Rashba, the issue of eating non - kosher food
or slaughtering animals on Shabbos is rooted in two different
models of how Shabbos might be overridden: hutrah (nullification)
and dechuyah (suspension).9 The hutrah model would allow one to
perform all melacha, similar to a weekday; Shabbos is nullified with
regard to a sick person (Shabbos hutrah eitzel choleh). However,
one who argues that Shabbos is nidchah (suspended) for the sake
of the sick person would maintain careful regard for the laws of the
7 Ibid.
.כיון שהתירה תורה פיקוח נפש הוי כל מלאכה שעושה בשבת בשביל חולה שיש בו סכנה כאילו עשאה בחול
8 Radvaz Responsa 130
9 Shut HaRashba volume 1 siman 689; also quoted in Bais Yosef on Orach Chaim 328:13.
.ולי נראה שהכל תלוי במחלוקת אם נאמר שבת דחויה או נאמר שבת הותרה אצל חולה
These models have also been introduced in other halachic contexts; see, for instance,
Pesachim 77a.
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day, and “suspend” the laws of Shabbos only for absolutely necessary melacha affecting patient mortality. A controversy among
thirteenth and fourteenth century Talmudic authorities emerges
from this concept, and while seemingly academic, this argument
does have practical implications, namely for non - emergent procedures
or those without immediate lifesaving benefit. Can a non - emergent
procedure be performed alongside a critical one, just like on a
weekday?
Maharam and Rosh argue in favor of nullification10 and would
therefore permit a non-emergent procedure, while Rashba and
Ran argue in favor of suspension11 and would therefore prohibit all
non-urgent melacha.
Maimonides’ Viewpoint
Rambam (Maimonides) comments on this issue but appears to
be self-contradictory. Regarding general laws of Shabbos, he writes
“As a general rule, regarding a critically ill person, the Sabbath is
likened to a regular weekday for all their needs,” pronouncing his
view of nullification.12 However, regarding pregnancy on Shabbos
he states, “whenever possible, one should adjust the manner in
which he performs the task,” implying a minimization of melacha –
which sounds more like suspension.13
Maimonides Revealed
The Maggid Mishna resolves this contradiction with the following
idea: A patient known to be critically ill requires no shinui, a change
in the manner in which one performs the task, since we accord with
10
11
12
13

Rosh Yoma 83a, 14
Rashba responsa 689
Mishneh Torah Hilchos Shabbos 2:2
Mishneh Torah Hilchos Shabbos 2:11
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the view of nullification of Shabbos. However, a pregnant woman
ideally requires a shinui, because she is not in imminent danger;
delivery usually proceeds successfully without complication.14
With this premise, we can address our previous issue of eating
non-kosher meat on Shabbos. One should slaughter an animal on
Shabbos rather than offer neveilah, an animal lacking proper ritual
slaughter, because Shabbos is considered like a weekday for the
needs of a truly sick person.15
Rabbi Yosef Cairo, in the Bais Yosef, understands Rambam
differently and contrasts hilchos Shabbos with hilchos tumah (laws
of ritual impurity). Although under normal circumstances, ritual
sacrifice is forbidden for an individual in a state of impurity, tumah
is suspended for the sake of a large population of Jews awaiting
a sacrificial service – and the laws of tumah should be no stricter
than Shabbos. Therefore, he reasons, Rambam would agree with
the less stringent application of the suspension model regarding
the more stringent laws of Shabbos.16 So according to the Bais
Yosef, Rambam agrees that in the case of the critically ill, Shabbos
is suspended. This is in contrast to Maggid Mishnah’s view that
fundamentally, Rambam subscribes to the model of nullification.
However, Rabbi Cairo writes in the Shulchan Aruch that “if someone is critically ill, we do not need an expert opinion on the seriousness of his condition, and even if the patient does not request any
treatment, we do everything necessary to help him as if it were a
14 Magid Mishnah 2:11
ומלשון רבינו ז"ל נראה שאין חולה שיש בו סכנה בכלל השנוי אלא החיה וזהו שכתב הרי היא בסכנת נפשות
ולא הזכיר השינוי בחולי שיש בו סכנה וכתב למעלה כללו של דבר שבת לגבי חולה שיש בו סכנה הרי הוא כחול
 והטעם בזה נראה מפני שכאב היולדת וחבליה הם כדבר טבעי לה ואין אחת מאלף.'לכל הדברים וכו
.מתה מחמת לידה ולפיכך החמירו לשנות במקום שאפשר ולא החמירו בחולה
15 Tur, Orach Chaim 328:14
היה החולה צריך לבשר שוחטין לו ולא יתנו לו בשר נבילה כדי שלא יצטרכו לחלל שבת בשחיטה כי השבת
.הוא אצלו כחול לכל מה שצריך ע"כ אין להאכילו בשר נבילה
16 Bais Yosef, Orach Chaim 328:13
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weekday.”17 This wording indicates that he takes a “nullification”
approach regarding laws of Shabbos, but in his earlier work, Bais
Yosef, he seems to follow his understanding of Rambam and subscribe to the model of suspension.
In order to resolve this contradiction, Rabbi Ovadyah Yosef
explains that when Rabbi Cairo codified the Jewish Law in the
Shulchan Aruch, he often changed his earlier opinions to accommodate
a clearer understanding or different view. He believed that in the
case of a life-threatening illness, we must be lenient and demonstrate extreme caution with a patient’s life. Therefore, anything
required for a critically ill patient may be done in a normal manner
on Shabbos, as if it were a regular weekday.18
A Contemporary Viewpoint
Rabbi Moshe Feinstein addresses this issue by stating that even
according to those who opine suspension, it is neither necessary
nor acceptable to delay servicing a critically ill person or to search
for a non-Jew to perform the normally-prohibited task. Similarly, it
is improper to perform these tasks with an adjustment or even wait
for an expert halachic opinion since this may delay timely treatment. If one is in doubt regarding the severity of a life threatening
situation, they must override Shabbos without reservation. However, if there is an opportunity to avoid melacha or alter the manner of performance without affecting the patient’s state of health,
then it is forbidden to perform these tasks even according to those
who apply the rationale of suspension. In other words, suspension
is not a free ticket to perform melacha on Shabbos, but rather only
those activities absolutely essential to the patient’s well - being.
According to Rabbi Feinstein, there is no practical difference between
17 Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 328:4
18 Yechaveh Daas responsa Part 4, 30:5
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hutrah and dechuyah; essential activities may be performed in their
usual manner, and non-essential activities should not be performed
at all.19
A Question of Life and Death
These prior discussions pertained to a critically ill patient where
tasks performed are of lifesaving benefit. What would Jewish Law
dictate in a situation where we are not certain of the level of imminent danger- would the same logic apply regarding nullification or
suspension?
Some feel that hutrah applies only to definite life threatening
situations, but for questionable mortality all would subscribe to
dechuyah.20 Others disagree and argue that even a safek pikuach
nefesh (case of uncertain danger) overrides Shabbos completely.21
An Obligation to Rest
Regardless of stated heteirim (permissions through leniency)
that allow certain work to be performed, there is still an inherent
commandment of shvisas Shabbos (resting on Saturday) and
observing the laws of Shabbos. According to those who subscribe
to the model of dechuyah, one does not fulfill the mitzvah of
resting on Shabbos when performing necessary tasks for critically
ill patients. However, those who follow the model of hutrah
would consider these necessary tasks not to be melacha at all.
Regarding the melacha and its relevance to the ill, Shabbos will pause
immediately before, and then restart immediately after completion
of the necessary task. Therefore, while observing all other
commandments of the holy day, they have thereby fulfilled their
mitzvah of resting on Shabbos.
19 Igros Moshe, Choshen Mishpat Part 2, 79:2-3
20 Erech Shai, Orach Chaim 329:1
21 Shevet Halevi responsa Part 1, 60:6
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Conclusion
In conclusion, it is essential that one do everything possible to
save a person's life, whether on Shabbos or any other day of the
week. An individual must use his/her own judgment to determine
whether a particular situation is life-threatening or not. However,
in light of the various opinions that we have reviewed, it is difficult
to state whether melacha should be performed with a shinui or
be delegated to a non - Jew. The purpose of this essay was not to
state the definitive law but rather elucidate the various opinions
and background information behind the issues that arise for
medical practitioners and laymen on Shabbos.
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The Connection Between
the Biblical and Rabbinic Holidays
Daniel Kahn1
Based on a lecture from Dayan Shlomo Fisher, Rosh Yeshiva
of ITRI Jerusalem (Chanukah 1993 at Yeshivat Kerem B’Yavneh)
Thank you to Dr. Ira Taub and Rabbi Moshe Berger
for translating the recorded lecture.
The construction of the Tabernacle began on Sukkot and was
completed on Chanukah in the first year Israel left Egypt, but its
dedication was delayed until the first day of Nissan, the month
in which Passover occurs and in which Yitzchak was born. Thus,
the Tabernacle links Sukkot- when construction began, Chanukah
- when it ended, and the month of Nissan - when it was dedicated.
In addition, it links Yitzchak’s birth which occurred during Nissan.
What could be the reason for delaying the dedication specifically
until Nissan, and what is the connection between Sukkot,
Chanukah, Passover, and Yitzchak?
It is no coincidence that the Tabernacle links Sukkot to Chanukah,
as these holidays share some striking parallels. Chanukah and
Sukkot are each celebrated for eight days2; we recite the full Hallel
on all eight days; both involve mitzvot performed outside the home
(menorah and sukkah); they share the value of “beautifying” mitzvot
(e.g. pure olive oil and a majestic etrog); the declining number of
animal sacrifices on each day of Sukkot parallels Beit Shammai’s
view that the number of Chanukah candles should also decrease
each day; both require that the external mitzvah object (sukkah
covering for Sukkot and lit candles for Chanukah) be at a readily
1 Daniel Kahn is a physician and lives in Beachwood with his wife, Estee, and four children.
2 Although we consider Shemini Atzeret as a separate holiday, the Torah presents it as the eighth
day of Sukkot:
" שִ ׁבְעַ ת י ָמִ ים תַ ּקְ ִריבּו אִ שֶ ּׁה לַה' ַבּּיֹום הַ שְ ּׁמִ ינִי מִ קְ ָרא ק ֹדֶ ׁש י ִהְ י ֶה ָלכֶם ו ְהִ קְ ַרבְתֶ ּם אִ שֶ ּׁה לַה' עֲ צ ֶֶרת הִ וא ָכּל
	(לו:" (ויקרא כג.מְ לֶאכֶת עֲ ב ֹדָ ה ֹלא תַ עֲ ׂשּו
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visible height (lower than twenty amot); and the Greeks who were
integral to Chanukah are referenced in the Haftorah for Shabbat
Chol Hamoed Sukkot when it describes the war of Gog and Magog,
future descendants of Greece.3 Furthermore, Sefer Chashmonaim
states that the original reason Chanukah was celebrated for eight
days was that Israel was unable to celebrate Sukkot during the
war, so following the rededication of the Temple, they celebrated
for eight days to compensate for the missed holiday.4 Finally,
one wears a tallit when lighting Chanukah candles, with the
mezuzah on the left and menorah on the right, in order to be
surrounded by mitzvot5 - just like the sukkah surrounds the person
dwelling within it.
Corresponding to the link between Biblical Sukkot and Rabbinic
Chanukah, the other major rabbinic holiday, Purim, is also linked
closely to a major biblical holiday, that of Passover. In a leap year,
Purim is celebrated during the second Adar in order to maintain
its connection to Passover in the following month of Nissan. These
two holidays are also noteworthy in that their core mitzvot require
openly recalling the miracles, through the recitation of Megilat
Esther and the Passover Haggadah, whereas Sukkot and Chanukah
both commemorate miracles without specifically relating how
these miracles occurred.
All of the holidays link Israel’s relationship to G-d and emphasize
our ongoing struggle with evil. Eventually, G-d will destroy evil, represented by Esav and his descendent, Amalek, as well as Gog and
Magog, while selecting Israel, the children of Esav’s twin brother, to
receive the blessings and covenantal relationship between G-d and
Avraham. However, we are told that until the Messianic age, the
3 Yechezkel 38:18-39:16
4 2: Maccabees Chapter 10, verses 5-7
5 In the She’iltot, Parshat Vayishlach:
		נר חנוכה משמאל כי היכי דליהוי מזוזה מימין ונר חנוכה משמאל ובעה"ב בטלית מצויצת באמצע
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two sons (nations) will exist on a seesaw of success.6 The Midrash
compares the cry of Esav when Yaakov stole the blessings to the
cry of Mordechai when Haman, a descendant of Esav and Amalek,
issued his decree to destroy the Jews in Megilat Esther. Esav cried
when Yaakov temporarily achieved the upper hand, and Mordechai
cried when Esav seemed on the verge of victory.7 Such tragic
outcomes would result when Israel would not follow the Torah, but
subsequently the situation would improve when Israel repented.
As recorded in the Book of Esther, Israel overcame its enemies,
reaccepted the Torah, and established the holiday of Purim.
This constant struggle between Yaakov and Esav is symbolized
by the waxing and waning of the moon. Each month, we recite
Kiddush Levanah to commemorate Israel’s renewal in the struggle
of good versus evil. We also actively bless each new month,
remembering the ancient process of Kiddush Hachodesh and our
own mastery over time and ability to effect change in the world.8
In the story of Chanukah, the Greeks prohibited Kiddush Hachodesh
because each new month declared by the Jewish court represented
renewal of the kingship of Israel and its mastery over time.
Our cycle of holidays represents yet another type of waxing and
waning, a seesawing relationship between Israel and the nations.
On Rosh Hashanah, all of Mankind was created, and all of G-d’s
beloved humans are judged. While Israel later accepted the Torah
and gained the status of His “firstborn,” at the time of Creation in
Tishrei we were all on the same level. There is no mention of Rosh
.ּארָך
ֶ ָ  ּופָ ַרקְ תָ ּ עֻ ּלֹו מֵ עַ ל ַצו,ָאחִ יָך תַ ּעֲ ב ֹד; ו ְהָ י ָה ַכּאֲ שֶ ׁר תָ ִּריד- ו ְאֶ ת,חַ ְר ְבָּך תִ חְ י ֶה-ו ְעַ ל
6 Bereishit 27:40:
And by thy sword shalt thou live, and thou shalt serve thy brother; and it shall come to pass
when thou shalt break loose, that thou shalt shake his yoke from off thy neck. (JPS 1917 from
www.mechon-mamre.org)
7 Bereishit Rabbah 67:4
8 For this reason, on the Sabbath we say “He who sanctifies the Sabbath,” and describe events
determined by G-d, with humanity playing a passive role, whereas on holidays we pray “He who
sanctifies Israel and the holidays,” representing the more active role Israel plays in sanctifying
time.
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Chodesh on Rosh Hashanah, nor is Bircat Hachodesh recited for the
month of Tishrei, because the focus is on our existence in shared
humanity rather than on our chosenness and struggle with others.
On Yom Kippur, however, one of two goats is cast off a mountain
to Azazel in a symbolic ritual representing the ongoing struggle
between Israel (' )שעיר להand Esav/Amalek ()שעיר לעזזאל, as well
as the broader struggle between Israel and the 70 nations of the
world. Then, on Sukkot we pray for rain and perform the water
ceremony for the entire world as one, and we sacrifice 70 cows on
behalf of all those 70 nations who, like us, were created in Tishrei.
The prophet Zechariah even tells us that in the future, the other
nations will come to Jerusalem to celebrate the holiday of Sukkot.9
The month of Nissan, however, is unique for Israel, as it was on
Passover (during Nissan) that G-d redeemed us and we became the
chosen nation.
We can find deeper insight into the role of Israel with respect
to the other nations if we consider the story of Creation. The first
chapter of Genesis tells us that fish and birds were formed on the
fifth day, on the sixth day animals were formed earlier and Man
later, and on the seventh day G-d finished His work. When Man
was created he was a mere animal, but he was also created with
the potential to recreate himself on a higher level through his
actions and thoughts. According to one midrashic tradition, G-d was
planning on having Man eat from the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge
on the Sabbath. This would have actualized the potential for all
humanity to have supernal knowledge, but Man ate from the tree
prematurely on Friday, and the evil that man perpetrated resulted
in long term postponement of the Messianic age (i.e., eternal
Sabbath). Humanity should be the pinnacle of Creation, actualizing
the beauty of the world and imbuing it with dynamic meaning, but
the sin of the first Friday delayed that goal. Israel was selected for
9 Zechariah 14:1, Cf. Avodah Zarah 3a.
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the task of leading all of mankind in the mission toward a higher
spiritual level.
Sukkot and Chanukah share many similarities, but while Sukkot
emphasizes our connection with all the other nations, Chanukah
is inherently focused on Israel’s uniqueness as we celebrate our
resistance against the influence of Hellenistic culture. Because
Chanukah is both linked to Sukkot and yet distinct, it acts as a
bridge between the universalism of Tishrei and the particularism
of Nissan. The construction of the Tabernacle was begun in
Tishrei and completed on Chanukah, but its dedication was held
over until Nissan when the commandment to declare and bless the
new month was given and Israel’s unique power over time had begun.
Israel was initially charged with the work of the Tabernacle in
parshiot Terumah and Tetzaveh, but later, when Moshe gathered
the people to review its construction in Parshat Vayakhel, he first
reminded the people to keep the Sabbath (Exodus 35: 2-3). Moshe
had to emphasize the Sabbath following the sin of the Golden Calf
(in Chapter 32) because Israel could no longer understand the
esoteric meaning of the Tabernacle. The Tabernacle represented G-d’s palpable presence, but it had to be commanded by Him.
Israel could not by itself identify and elevate the divine aspect
of material items; the sin of the Golden Calf demonstrated our
fallibility in this regard. By emphasizing the Sabbath before the
Tabernacle, Moshe reminded the people that like the Sabbath,
which has both exoteric and esoteric elements (the revealed rules
and the hidden spirit), the physical structure of the Tabernacle can
only relate to G-d if it has the appropriate esoteric meaning. Such
esoteric meaning could be attained by physically offering animals
to reach G-d, but this might be confused with other physical
approaches like the Golden Calf. Therefore, the people had to be
reminded that the physical Tabernacle is only appropriate when
commanded by G-d and imbued with His spirituality. After the sin
of the Golden Calf it became an ordinary building, and Israel did
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not merit what the Tabernacle symbolized. The nation had to wait
until Passover when it could appreciate the esoteric meaning of
the Tabernacle, in contrast to dedicating the physical building on
Chanukah, a more exoteric time.
Now that the connection between the Tabernacle and Passover
has been addressed, what about the other major event of Nissan,
Yitzchak’s birth? This brings us back to the question of our unique
mission within the world at large. Avraham is the universal
“father of nations,” but only after Yitzchak was born in Nissan could
the higher elements represented by the Tabernacle be manifest,
thus allowing Israel to actualize its potential. G-d chose Yaakov and
cast Esav aside, thereby making Israel unique. This uniqueness is
expressed particularly during Nissan, and also through the special
services begun once the Tabernacle was dedicated.
The contrast between Chanukah and Purim can help us to further
understand the deeper meaning of the Tabernacle; in particular,
two elements of its service. The menorah required daily cleaning
(sanctification and dedication), whereas the incense was placed in
a vessel and remained pure for an entire year. So the menorah was
the extreme opposite of the incense. Likewise, the soul consists of
two parts, one rational and the other emotive, and G-d requires the
service of each. The intellectual component, with various forms
of wisdom represented by the seven branches of the menorah,
requires the daily continued pursuit of education because without
work and some necessary degree of failure or waste, there can
be no true wisdom. However, this does not necessarily engender
fear of G-d. The incense, on the other hand, represented the awe
and fear of the Almighty, which would have a more lasting effect.
Purim was linked to the incense since it was composed of “mor
dror” (pure myrrh), which is hinted by the letters in Mordechai’s
name. Unlike the oil of the menorah which was cleaned out daily,
the incense was not wasted; it was pure, and all of it became spiritual.
Chanukah is the holiday of intellectual daily resistance to external
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influences, while on Purim we dismiss intellectual arguments and
drink alcohol until we can no longer distinguish between Haman
and Mordechai. Thus, Purim is the holiday of pure emotional dedication.
From the above, it is apparent that both intellectual and emotional elements are necessary in one’s service to G-d. The ideal
of the Tabernacle was to make G-d’s presence in this world palpable, which is a function of experience and not intelligence per se.
We must embrace our faith through both tradition and intellectual
perception. Each path has its benefits and shortfalls, so both are
necessary. We need to find G-d in our own time and culture, but
we also need to evaluate and understand G-d through the tradition
passed down from our forefathers. We need the intelligence to
debate the nations of the world but also faith in the tradition.
At the conclusion of each Sabbath, we make Havdalah using
spices and fire. The spices represent purity of faith, and the fire
represents intellectual enlightenment. Both components are critical in maintaining faith as we enter the new week and engage with
the world at large.
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The Moadim: Connecting to G-d
Through Time and Place
Ari Mosenkis 1
Even a cursory reading of the kriat haTorah for Shemini Atzeret
reveals something most unusual: there is no mention of Shemini
Atzeret in the leining! On Shemini Atzeret we read the section from
Sefer D’varim, commonly referred to as Aser Ti’aser, that summarizes
the annual cycle of the holidays.2 At the end of the Aser Ti’aser
reading, we are informed about Pesach, Shavuot and Sukkot, but
surprisingly, Shemini Atzeret is not among the chagim included in
this list! 3
This is in contradistinction to the Parshat Hamoadim in Sefer
Vayikra,4 which we read on the first two days of Sukkot 5 and on the
second day of Pesach. In the Parshat Hamoadim, we are explicitly
given the mitzvah to celebrate Shemini Atzeret.
This observation, that the leining for Shemini Atzeret omits any
explicit mention of Shemini Atzeret, raises two important questions. First, why is there no overt mention of Shemini Atzeret in
Aser Ti’aser? And second, given that Shemini Atzeret is not explicitly mentioned in this section, why did Chazal designate it as the
leining of the day? 6
1 Dr. Ari Mosenkis is a nephrologist in private practice in Northeast Ohio. He and his wife
and children have been residing in Beachwood since 2005.
2 Devarim 14:22 – 16:17
3 Rashi cites the Gemara (Sukkah 48a) that interprets the phrase, “vehayita ach sameach”
as a reference to Shemini Atzeret. Nevertheless, there is no overt reference to the holiday.
4 Also referred to as the Parshat Hamoadot. Vayikra 23:1 – 23:44
5 In Israel, the Parshat Hamoadim is not read on the second day of Sukkot since that day
is already chol hamoed.
6 A simple answer to this second question is “lo plug” – Chazal wanted to keep uniformity
amongst the chagim and have the same kria for all of the second Yom Tov days celebrated
outside of Eretz Yisrael. However, that answer is unsatisfying since Chazal have special
kriot for many other chagim. Perhaps there is a deeper answer.
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(It is important to note that the second question is only
relevant in chutz l’aretz (in the Diaspora), where Aser Ti’aser is read
on Shemini Atzeret.7 This is the case because in chutz la’aretz,
Shemini Atzeret is a separate chag from Simchat Torah, with its
own leining. In Israel, however, where Shemini Atzeret and Simchat
Torah are celebrated concurrently, the kria for the day is the
standard leining for Simchat Torah: V’zot Habracha plus the
beginning of Parshat Bereishit.)
To answer these questions, we must first read Aser Ti’aser
more carefully. A closer inspection reveals that Shemini Atzeret is
not the only yom tov that is omitted! Also absent are the Yamim
Noraim: Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur. This is in contrast to the
Parshat Hamoadim, which discusses all of the chagim - including the
Yamim Noraim. Furthermore, there is another crucial moed that is
not described in Aser Ti’aser: Shabbat! Compare this to the Parshat
Hamoadim in which Shabbat is included as one of the moadim!
This analysis makes our first question more expansive: Why does
Aser Ti’aser focus only on the Shalosh Regalim but omit Shabbat,
Rosh Hashana, Yom Kippur, and even Shemini Atzeret (which is
connected to Sukkot)?
With further analysis, comparing and contrasting Aser Ti’aser
with the Parshat Hamoadim, we can gain more insight into the
nature of these parshiyot and perhaps arrive at some answers to
the questions raised above. There is a phrase that appears repeatedly
in Aser Ti’aser: “bamakom asher yivchar Hashem . . .” - “in the place
which Hashem will choose . . . ” This phrase appears no fewer than
ten times: six in the section describing the Shalosh Regalim, and
four in the rest of the leining. There are also multiple references
7 In chutz la’aretz we read Aser Ti’aser (or a shorter version, “kol habechor”) on the final
days of all the chagim: the 8th day of Pesach, the 2nd day of Shavuot, and on Shemini
Atzeret. In Israel, the only time this section is read publicly is in its context, during the
regular annual Torah reading for Parshat Re'eh.
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to “artzecha,” “your land.” The eretz, of course, is Eretz Yisrael,
and the makom being referred to, of course, is, Yerushalayim, or
more specifically, the Beit Hamikdash. Compare this to the Parshat
Hamoadim, where these references to Eretz Yisrael and Yerushalayim
are absent.8 The themes of Eretz Yisrael generally, and Yerushalayim
specifically, are a focal point of Aser Ti’aser, but are virtually absent
in the Parshat Hamoadim. Why?
Aser Ti’aser is in Sefer D’varim, which was recited by Moshe
Rabeinu immediately before Bnei Yisrael entered the land. Indeed,
the major theme of the sefer is the preparation for our conquest
and settlement of the land, and ultimately, our observing of those
mitzvot which are dependent upon our living in the land.9 Hence,
the entire book of D’varim, including Aser Ti’aser, is replete with
emphasis on the settling of the land. Parshat Hamoadim, on the
other hand, is in Sefer Vayikra. The emphasis in Vayikra is not on
our future settlement in Eretz Yisrael, but is more about creating a
special, holy relationship with Hashem. This relationship is not
exclusive to our settlement of the land of Israel but was experienced
by the Bnei Yisrael in the wilderness, and, by extension, can be experienced by Am Yisrael in any wilderness in which we find ourselves during our long and painful galut.
Consequently, the Parshat Hamoadim in Sefer Vayikra addresses
our connection to Hashem at specific times throughout the year,
the moadim, but is not restricted to a specific place. We can still
observe Shabbat and the other chagim even in chutz la’aretz,
although not to their full extents.10 Aser Ti’aser in Sefer D’varim also
8

There is one reference in the Parshat Hamoadim to “ha’aretz asher ani noten lachem . . .”
immediately before the mitzvah of the korbon ha’omer. This reference is necessary be
cause the mitzvah of the korbon ha’omer is a mitzvah hateluya ba’aretz and is only
relevant if presented in the context of our residing in the land.
9 See the discussions of the Ramban and Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch commentary to
Devarim 1:3.
10 Obviously, none of the moadim, including Shabbat, and especially Yom Kippur, can be
experienced fully without the appropriate service in the Beit Hamikdash.
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addresses our connection to Hashem at specific times throughout
the year, the moadim, but only in a specific place: In Eretz Yisrael, in
Yerusahlayim, in the Beit Hamikdash. The focus is specifically on the
mitzvah of aliyah l’regel, our thrice annual pilgrimage to celebrate
the chagim in Yerushalayim. As our reading concludes:
16 Three times in a year shall all thy males appear טז ָשׁלֹוׁש ּפְעָמִים ּבַ ָּׁשנ ָה יֵרָאֶה כָל ז ְכּורְך ָ אֶת ּפְנ ֵי
before the LORD thy G-d in the place which He shall
 ּבַ ָמּקֹום אֲ ֶשׁר יִבְחָר ּבְחַג ַה ַמּּצֹות,ָ ה' ֱאלֹקֶיך
choose; on the feast of unleavened bread, and on the
; ּובְחַג ַה ֻסּּכֹות,ּובְחַג ַה ָּׁשבֻעֹות
feast of weeks, and on the feast of tabernacles; and
. ר ֵיקָם,'וְלֹא יֵרָאֶה אֶת ּפְנ ֵי ה
they shall not appear before the LORD empty;

There is no aliyah l’regel on Shabbat, Rosh Hashana or Yom
Kippur, so they are not mentioned in this context. And although
Shemini Atzeret is an appendage to Sukkot, there is no mitzvah of
aliyah l’regel on Shemini Atzeret; therefore, it is not included in the
list of chagim in Aser Ti’aser.
This analysis answers our first question, why there is no overt
mention of Shemini Atzeret in Aser Ti’aser. We are still left, however,
with our second question: Why did Chazal designate this section
as the leining of the day if there is no explicit mention of Shemini
Atzeret?
Perhaps we can answer this question as follows: Shemini Atzeret,
perhaps more than any other chag, signifies the special unique
relationship that Am Yisrael has with Hashem. As Chazal teach
us, the whole purpose of Shemini Atzeret is to linger another
day in Yerushalayim because, k’vayachol, Hashem so enjoyed our
company for Sukkot that He cannot bear to see us leave.11 How
much more painful it must be for Hashem when His children reside
11 " – "קָ שָ ׁה עָ לַי פְ ִּרדַ תְ כֶםRashi to Vayikra 23:36; see Ramban there, who attributes the line to
Vayikra Rabbah.
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in chutz la’aretz, so distant from Him that they did not even
celebrate in Eretz Yisrael in the first place! And, of course, we, His
people residing in galut, also feel distant and in pain. By reading about
the Shalosh Regalim, we can remember how close we were with
Hashem in the days of old when we would travel to Yerushalayim
three times a year for aliya l’regel. We can envision a time, G-d
willing soon, when we will once again experience this closeness.
Perhaps Chazal designated Aser Ti’aser from Sefer D’varim, which
describes our aliyah l’regel, as a consolation specifically for the
Jews living in galut. We can remember our never-ending quest to
be close to Hashem, and be consoled of this painful distance. May
we all be zoche to ascend to our land and celebrate the chagim as
they were meant to be celebrated, with aliyah l’regel to the Beit
Hamikdash, and grow close to Hashem in both time and place!
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EDUCATION AS ILLUMINATION,
AS VISION, AS BOTH
Rabbi Moshe Berger1
The Talmud (Bava Basra 3b) recounts how King Herod “massacred
all the sages of Israel” except for Bava ben Buta, whom he blinded
but kept alive as an advisor.
Eventually Herod regretted his horrendous deed and sought
counsel from Bava ben Buta as to how to atone for his sin.
The Talmud presents two alternative formulations of Bava ben
Buta’s response, in which he describes the effect of Herod’s having
murdered the Sages of Israel. In the first formulation, he refers to
the murdered Sages as the “Light of the World [Oro shel olam].”
In the second, he refers to them as the “Eye of the World
[Ayno shel olam].” These two formulations, I believe, reflect two
distinct images of the ideal Jewish teacher-leader-visionary.
According to the first image, the defining function of the teacher
is to shed light on the realities of life, to enable students to see
realities that they would otherwise overlook. The teacher leaves
the subjective experience of seeing, however, to the autonomous
orientation(s) of each individual student. This subjective experience
includes interpretive factors which influence how the picture is
to be cropped, which aspects of the picture’s context are to be
highlighted or prioritized, and which aspects are to be considered
secondary or less significant.
According to the second image, the defining function of the
teacher is to become, so to speak, the student’s surrogate eye,
interpreting the empirical realities for the student.
1 Rabbi Moshe Berger, PhD, is Scholar in Residence at Young Israel of Greater Cleveland.
This essay was adapted from his website, www.torahfountain.com.
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As teachers, moral leaders, and as parents, we should not allow
these two images to be mutually exclusive. They must blend in a
complementary fashion.
The modern, more liberal approach to education would seem
to stress oro over ayno, i.e., the “light” over the “eye” metaphor.
The teacher’s task is to make reality see-able for the student, but
carefully to avoid revealing his own view of that reality to the
student. “I’ll sensitize you to the empiricals - but you draw your
own conclusions.”
On the other hand, the teacher must also model method, a
task which entails exposing the student to ayno - the ways he views,
crops, and prioritizes the various elements in the picture. He must
share all aspects of this process, including the conclusions. This
“eye” element, which is so necessary when one teaches method,
need not result in violating the student’s autonomy. Both the
teacher and the student must understand that he is simply
exposing the student to that which works for him. The student’s
duty is first to master that method on its own terms and then to
adopt, adapt or even reject it in order to achieve his own valuesladen, learning objectives.
Parents must adopt a similar integrated approach to their
children’s values education. After protecting the child from harm,
the most central and essential aspect of parenting lies in the
realm of modeling life values. The parent must clearly understand,
however, the distinction between modeling and replicating. A child
is obligated to view his parents as primary role models, but he
retains his autonomy due to his lifelong obligation to assess his
parents’ visions and behaviors critically. Rebbe Meir understood
this concept well when he metaphorically characterized his learning
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relationship with his heretical teacher as a process of “ingesting the
pomegranate’s fruit and discarding its [bitter] rind.”2
These ayno/oro images, especially in context of the specific
Talmudic narrative in which they appear, require further analysis.
Regarding the literary- historical context: R. Bava ben Buta
articulates the “light-of -the-world” or “eye-of-the-world” metaphor
for Rabbinic leadership in dialogue with Herod, the tyrant who, as
noted, not only had massacred the Rabbis but had also blinded
R. Bava ben Buta himself! The “light” and “eye” metaphors thus
arise from a most central (and traumatic) aspect of Bava ben Buta’s
experiential frame of reference. Perhaps the narrative is implying
here that even the greatest teacher is unable to divorce himself
from the subjective realm of his personal experiences.
Humans are endowed with the potential to increase or decrease
their objectivity - but we are never able to attain total objectivity.
The subjective realm always limits us – and even defines us – to
some significant extent. Absolute objectivity is God’s possession
alone. The imagery of human speech often reflects our significant
experiences; and ultimately, imagery has at least a nuanced effect
on content.
And often, if not always, truth lies in nuances.
2 חגיגה דף טו עמוד ב
 קליפתו זרק, תוכו אכל,רבי מאיר רמון מצא
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Lessons from Rabbi Akiva
Harav Yankel Cohen1
Part I: Torah Can Only Germinate in Soil That Bears
the Refinement of Derech Eretz and Kavod Habrios
Talmudic sources tell us that Rochel, the daughter of ben Kalba
Savua, married Rabi Akiva long before her father approached
her with a marriage prospect. Ben Kalba Savua presented to her
the cream of the crop from all the finest yeshivos. She refused
these prospects and announced to her father that she had already
married his shepherd, Akiva. Akiva was a complete am ha’aretz, a
layperson with regard to Torah. Ben Kalba Savua, a distinguished
and very wealthy landowner, disowned his daughter for her impetuous act. I wish to address the rationale for Rochel’s decision to
marry Akiva, the shepherd.
The Gemara describes Akiva as “צניע ומעלי,” modest and of high
character (Ketubot 62b). Rochel realized that although Akiva was
uneducated in Torah, his wonderful midos, character traits, would
provide a strong foundation for developing him into a great talmid
chochom, Torah scholar. Due to Rochel’s trust in Akiva, he fulfilled
her prediction and ultimately returned from yeshiva with 24,000
Torah scholars. He told his students that “my Torah and your Torah
is hers.” In line with his midos tovos, he gave Rochel her due credit.
Rabbi Akiva’s path to Torah scholarship teaches us a valuable
lesson: One can try to learn all the Torah in the world; however,
absent the right ingredient, midos tovos, Torah will not germinate.
This union between Akiva and Rochel highlights the basic fact that
absent the right ingredient of derech eretz (refined behavior),
Torah cannot thrive.
1

Rav Yankel Cohen is originally from Chicago. He came to Telshe at age thirteen and never
stopped learning. He loves people and his driving mission is to teach Jews to live a Torah
life with derech eretz.
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Yevamos 16a provides an example of how Akiva’s midos tovos
contributed to his learning, as it describes his meeting with a colossal
talmid chochom to discuss a Torah subject. This scholar could not
convince Rabbi Akiva of the subject matter, and insulted him. The
Talmud further tells us that these insults did not discourage Akiva,
since he still possessed the mentality of the loving shepherd and
had no arrogance.
Without midos tovos as the soil in which Torah can germinate,
the Torah study will merely be a “mada,” just another well of knowledge. In fact, the Gemara in Chullin 133a says that someone who
teaches a student who behaves improperly will end up in Gehinom
(suffering in the world to come). The rationale for this harsh consequence is that the teacher disgraced the Torah and created a chillul
Hashem, a desecration of G-d’s Name. Those who see the person’s
behavior, and know that he has been taught Torah, will say that
the Torah created this monster. People will not realize that Torah
generates and engineers the fiber of life, which can only sprout in
healthy and well-nourished soil. Only this healthy and productive
foundation can produce sweet fruit.
It is worthy to teach Torah to a non-observant Jew, however, as
long as he does not display bad midos. Torah will thrive in such a
person, because the light of Torah will guide him toward the right
path. Beis Hillel say in Avos d’Rebbe Nosson that there were many
non-observant Jews who were taught Torah and ultimately became
tzaddikim and chassidim.2
Rabbi Shubert Spero, while serving as rabbi of Young Israel in
Cleveland, once offered a relatable example of the necessity of
derech eretz as a foundation for Torah. He pointed out in a sermon
that some people take three giant steps back at the conclusion of
their shemoneh esrei, going beyond the requirement while also
2

מסכתות קטנות מסכת אבות דרבי נתן נוסחא א פרק ג [והעמידו תלמידים הרבה] שבית שמאי אומרים אל
 ובית הלל אומרים לכל אדם ישנה שהרבה פושעים היו,ישנה אדם אלא למי שהוא חכם ועניו ובן אבות ועשיר
:בהם בישראל ונתקרבו לתלמוד תורה ויצאו מהם צדיקים חסידים וכשרים
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stepping on the people standing behind them. That is not the definition of derech eretz and such behavior will not germinate into
the making of a ben Torah. It is an uncomplicated equation: If you
want to reach Torah heights, you must develop derech eretz, midos
tovos, and bring kovod, honor, to our Creator.
Someone with bad midos can, however, be taught; it just
requires preparation. The Rambam, in Chapter Four of Hilchos
Talmud Torah, says that before you teach Torah to a person with
bad midos, you must first work to improve his midos. If you don’t
develop and boost the person’s midos, the Torah, which acts as a
fertilizer, will actually activate and strengthen his bad midos. On
the other hand, helping him improve his midos will provide fertile
ground for productive Torah study.
Part II: Building Torah from Scratch
Above, I elaborated on Rabbi Akiva’s midos tovos as being
the cause for the marriage to the wealthy landowner’s daughter.
However, there is a second reason for Rochel’s choice of Akiva, the
total am ha’aretz.
When a marriage prospect is suggested to a young woman, generally he has already been in day schools and yeshivos, and has
imbued himself in Torah to a certain degree. To build on top of this
already existing accomplishment constitutes an “addition.” Additions
can be magnificent, but they do not compare to a new, unadulterated construction. Rochel wished to build from the foundation
up. She desired to do a complete task, supporting Akiva in the full
process of becoming “The Rabbi Akiva.”
The Midrash tells us that Akiva’s ignorance was so profound, he
could not even make a bracha. As related in Ketubot 62b, Rochel
watched this uneducated shepherd, and seeing his good character,
proposed to him on the condition that he learn Torah. He agreed to
her arduous plan, they married, and he went off to learn. When ben
Kalba Savua found out about the marriage, he disowned Rochel,
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leaving the couple in an extreme state of poverty. Yet she persisted
patiently as Akiva went away to learn for twelve years.
The Talmud goes on to tell us that when Akiva returned after
12 years, it came to his attention that someone confronted her on
her decision to send him away and live as a “widow” for twelve
years. Rochel’s response was clear: “I would wish for him to return
to Torah for another 12 years.” This caused him to turn around and
return for another 12 years. We might wonder: Why couldn’t he
walk into the house, greet and thank Rochel, and then leave for
another 12 years? The answer is that like his wife, Rabbi Akiva realized that building a Torah structure from nothing takes tremendous
dedication; once he knew he had her continued support, he did
not want to risk any interruption to that endeavor. A fragmented
twelve years and twelve years do not constitute 24 years.
After 24 years, upon Rabbi Akiva’s return as the greatest Torah
scholar of the generation, followed by 24,000 talmidim (students),
Rochel ran out and fell to his feet. His students wanted to chase
her away, but Rabbi Akiva stated: “My Torah and your Torah is
her Torah.” Rochel was the engineer who designed Rabbi Akiva’s
building, which eventually became a tremendous structure of
greatness in Torah. This structure was built on a foundation of nothing but his midos tovos.
To embark on such a challenge, however, Rabbi Akiva needed
internal motivation and encouragement as well. Avos d’Rebbe
Nosson 6:2 relates that the pivotal point came at the age of 40,
when he passed a well and wondered how the rock came to be
carved out. It was explained to him that it happened because water
dripped on the rock daily and eventually bore a hole in it. Akiva excitedly analyzed the boring of the hole in the stone as a motivation
for him to commit his life to Torah study despite having no former
education. His rationale was that if water can bore a hole in a rock,
then surely the strength of Torah can penetrate his heart, and it did.
Thus, were the beginnings of the sage Rabbi Akiva.
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The same Midrash goes on to illustrate another reason Akiva
was able to succeed in building from nothing: that he was not concerned for his dignity. All he wanted was to learn Torah, on whatever level, from the bottom up. According to the tradition in Avos
d’Rebbe Nosson, Akiva took his young son to cheder and they sat
together with the young children to learn. Akiva was committed to
his promise to Rochel and, inspired by her faith in him, he worked
his way up from scratch.
Despite the challenge in starting from nothing, Akiva’s advanced
age actually provided some advantages over the other students,
since he was older and approached Torah study with maturity.
He treaded on waters others feared. He asked questions and
found answers in areas and corners others feared or neglected to
search. Akiva tackled the deepest insightful questions, such as:
How can man have bechira chofshis (free will) if in fact Hashem
already knows what will happen in the future? (Pirkei Avos 3:15) The
Midrash in Avos d’Rebbe Nosson 6:2 tells us that Akiva persisted
with endless energy until he had an answer. As Rashi puts it,
Akiva “gave his whole heart to interpret each and every spike of
every letter, and all the more so, extra words and letters. . . And this
is great honor for the Torah, that there is nothing meaningless in
it.” (Rashi Sotah 49a “ )”בטל כבוד תורהAkiva started from nothing
but pursued everything, ultimately building himself into one of our
greatest Torah scholars – just as Rochel had hoped.
Part III: Finding the Good in Everything
Perhaps there is another quality that helped motivate Rabbi
Akiva to pursue such tremendous goals of Torah study despite his
meager beginnings: his ability to see the positive even in the most
dire situations.
In line with his philosophical approach, he once travelled with
a rooster, a donkey, and a lamp. He searched unsuccessfully for a
place to stay; despite his frustrated attempt, he decided that G-d
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only does things for the good. He rested outdoors, and was beset
by more challenges: a wind blew out his lamp; a fox ate his rooster;
and a lion ate his donkey. With each setback, Rabbi Akiva declared
yet again, “Whatever G-d does is for the good!” The following day,
he heard that the town where he was refused lodging had been
invaded by looters, who attacked the various inns. Thus, Rabbi
Akiva was saved and he was able to see the good in having been left
out of the town and without the light or noisy animals that could
have betrayed him to the looters (Berachos 60b).
Yevomos 62b describes how he recovered from a more tragic
setback. Rabbi Akiva lost his 24,000 students, in a few short weeks,
to illness. This tragedy left everyone reeling in devastation. “The
world was desolate – until Rabbi Akiva came to our Rabbis in the
south and taught them.” Rabbi Akiva overcame his sense of loss
and moved forward with five new students, creating good out of a
terrible situation.
Makkos 24b tells us that when several sages passed the destroyed site where the Bais Hamikdash had stood, a fox ran out of
the area of the Kodesh Kedoshim (Holy of Holies) and they began
to cry. However, Akiva laughed. He said that if Micha’s prophecy
came true, that Zion will be plowed (Micha 3:12), so will the prophecy
of Zechariah come true: “Old men and women will again sit in
the streets of Jerusalem. . . and children will fill the streets.” (Zecharia
8:4-5) With this, the other sages were comforted, as Akiva
shared his ability to focus on the positive in store for the future.
Sadly, Rabi Akiva’s life ended as one of ten tzadikim murdered
by the Romans. However, the Gemara in Berachos 61b tells us that
even at that moment of intense personal pain, Rabbi Akiva was able
to find a spark of positive in finally being able to fulfill the command
to “love Hashem with all your soul” (Devarim 6:5). He died accepting the yoke of Heaven on himself.
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From Learning to Working:
Adding on Another Room
Alexandra Fleksher1
Adapted from original publication in Klal Perspectives,
The Ben Torah Baal HaBayis, Winter 2015

A few years back, I taught English Literature and Public Speaking at one of our local schools. As there was no internet access
or a secular library available, I was at a loss as to how to assign a
researched speech. I decided upon a Biography Speech based on a
“gadol book.” Aside from the fact that my students’ speeches relied
on a single source and were therefore intrinsically one-sided,
each year they came out rather good, according to my adjusted
standards at least. And an unexpected bonus was that I walked
away feeling inspired by the stories of mesiras nefesh and kavod
haTorah of so many great Torah giants.
However, the exercise left me with a number of questions.
Were the traits and behaviors praised in these speeches and
offered as a model practically attainable in today’s world? Should
our daughters be taught to strive to adhere to the standards of
tznius and piety adhered to by Rebbetzin X? Should they be led to
expect their future husbands to learn Torah with the single-mindedness of Rabbi Y? Will these stories make up the dreams of what
my students strive for and expect in a husband?
The reality is that most men, in even the most dedicated of
families, will not remain on the Torah-only path and will eventually
go to work. In what capacity, with what degree or vocational
1 Alexandra Fleksher holds an undergraduate degree in English/Communications from Stern
College for Women and a master’s in Jewish Education from Azrieli Graduate School of Jewish
Education. Her essays on Jewish life, learning and culture have been published on various online
websites and blogs. She supported her husband through five years of Kollel Avodas Levi of Ner
Yisroel, four years of medical school at University of Maryland, and three years of residency
at Case Western Reserve University Hospital. And she is very happy that he is now working.
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training, and in what time frame often depends on the type of
yeshiva he attended, and is a topic for another article. But suffice
it to say that there is often a disconnect between girls’ expectations and practical realities, as well as between what they anticipate will be their husband’s role and what Hashem actually has in
mind. Both of these areas significantly affect the criteria by which
they will gauge their family’s growth, as well as the respect they will
ultimately have for their husbands.
The Kollel Ideal
In many seminaries, the poster-girl graduate wants to be moser
nefesh for Torah. The faceless, black-hatted bachur of her dreams
ideally has some of the traits of her favorite seminary rabbis, as well
as the drive, discipline, and devotion that she assumes is standard.
She enters marriage eager to make the sacrifices necessary for him
to achieve gadlus baTorah. The ideal presented to her in her years
of formative chinuch is to marry a “learner.” Whether or not this
goal is stated explicitly depends very much on the culture of each
particular school, and the expected kollel tenure of a “learner”
means different things to different people. Yet despite the nuanced
distinctions, a theme emerges: Marry a working guy if you have
more materialistic needs and will not be able to tolerate the kollel
lifestyle. If at all possible, though, at least start off your marriage in
kollel and take it year by year for as long as you can make it work.
Starting one’s early years of marriage in kollel has many advantages. The kollel lifestyle is one cloistered away from many of the
secular world’s negative influences, enabling a husband and wife to
establish the foundations of their relationship and family in a more
protected environment. The kollel period also, of course, gives the
husband a chance to learn full-time, building his Torah knowledge
and focusing on his spiritual growth under the guidance of his
rebbeim in a way that will no longer be available if and when he
begins working. The husband’s and wife’s commitment to Torah
and their striving for growth, in both hashkafa and halacha,
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establishes the religious standards the couple would like to maintain
and hold dear as they build their family, iy”H, in the years ahead.
However, while there are many benefits that a kollel period
provides to both couples who expect to enter the workforce and
those who intend to enter fields in klei kodesh, the conclusion
of that period introduces significant practical, emotional, and
attitudinal challenges. For many families, the departure from kollel
produces an unprecedented confrontation, as the husband leaves
the sheltered environment of the yeshiva and enters a broader
world filled with many allures, both physical and ideological.
He is leaving a Torah-only reality and entering a day filled with work,
encumbered by the weight of financial responsibility and often the
guilt of not having as much time and energy left to learn.
The resulting issues beg to be addressed: Does the yeshiva offer
guidance to the kollel yungerman who is considering leaving kollel
or who is already on his way out the door? Are husbands prepared
for the major contrast in schedule and atmosphere between that
of kollel life and the workplace? Do these men feel confident and
proud to begin working, or disappointed and ashamed that they
could no longer “make it in learning”? Finally, are former kollel
members equipped with the skills and training necessary to become effective breadwinners?
If the ideal presented to a man in his yeshiva days was limited
to “stay in learning as long as possible,” then he inevitably must
contemplate whether he is now living a bedi’eved (second-best)
existence. But if the message includes the greatness of being an
honest baal habayis who supports his family and is kovea itim
(establishes a fixed learning schedule), then he is a success story
with no harm done to his ego -- or neshama.
Many challenges face the ex-kollel wife as well, and the
struggles are equally complex. It is not uncommon for a woman
to experience a crisis of identity once she and her husband are
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“no longer in learning.” Much of her spirituality (including her
entitlement to Olam Haba, the World to Come, as she had learned)
was dependent upon her husband’s learning: the more learning,
the better. Now he arrives home from a long and exhausting day
at work, helps a bit with kids, runs to Maariv, and then considers
whether to cancel his chavrusa, or maybe doesn’t have one at all.
When he was learning full-time, her husband’s Torah study was
keeping the world spinning. Now, his days seem so…mundane.
If the ideal presented to her in her seminary days was limited
to “support a husband in learning for as long as possible,” then
perhaps she feels disappointed, especially if her husband started
working because she could no longer financially support their growing family. But if the message includes supporting whatever and
all Torah learning her husband does and that she should be proud
of him for supporting the family, then she will be a happy akeres
habayis (pillar of the home) without any nagging feelings that her
husband was not really “successful” in learning.
Please bear in mind that it is not the intention of this piece
to denigrate or discourage kollel. Rather, it is to encourage more
awareness and preparation for the reality that is bound to come
for most kollel couples. Improving how our community views the
working man in frum society can provide that preparation from
full-time learning to learning and working.
The Exalted Baal Habayis: A Message for our Youth
In some communities, and schools in particular, the contemporary American frum baal habayis is a figure that is not talked about
enough. He is not recognized for his significant contributions to
Torah and the spiritual growth of his family and community. Some
view him as the one who “settles” for Daf Yomi. Yet his learning,
which he carves out early in the morning and/or late at night, is
exceedingly precious to him, alongside his commitment to support
his family. He may not be the askan (activist) or the philanthropist
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honored at the annual dinners, but he is doing his best to earn a
living to pay the bills, including day school and yeshiva tuition. He
is koveah itim and observant of the Torah and its principles, even
though he is faced with myriad religious challenges he never encountered while he was in the bais hamedresh. The ben Torah baal
habayis should be lauded. He should be viewed as a community
hero. And any Bais Yaakov graduate should be proud to stand by
his side.
Girls need to hear that marrying a ben Torah who is working,
is training for a career, or has concrete plans to go into a profession after a period of learning, is also an idealistic, growth-oriented
choice. We need to show them role models, especially teachers,
who are passionate about Torah and whose husbands are working.
We need to teach them that, while it takes hard work, they too – as
a couple – can create a ruchnius-centered Torah home. The message we need to emphasize is that supporting a husband’s learning
means recognizing that whatever learning he is doing, it builds the
world as well as himself. And when the husband may struggle with
learning time, and no longer identify as a kollel yungerman, a young
woman needs to be reminded to appreciate the grandeur of her
husband’s commitment to Torah Judaism and the significant contribution he is making to both the family and the broader community.
Seminaries and Bais Yaakovs need not be overly concerned that
by taking this broader route girls will no longer aspire to support
their husbands in full-time learning. Presenting more than one way
to be an akeres habayis will not thwart the idealistic girl’s desire to
marry a boy in learning, nor will it dissuade a girl who is considering
it. On the contrary, it will open up avenues of respect for all types
of bnai Torah and their wives, and it will provide further options
for girls in forming their future vision of the women they want to
become. Communicating a more expansive definition of what it
means to be a supportive wife and a ben Torah is simply the honest,
realistic, and necessary route. No one wants disappointed wives of
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frum working men, who never took the opportunity to appreciate
their husband’s role because “no one prepared them for this” in
seminary.
The Exhausted Baal Habayis
Even if a baal habayis does feel satisfied in his work, there is
no doubt that being a breadwinner and a growth-oriented person
at the same time is a big job. Just as the concept of the Orthodox
Superwoman who does it all with a brood of kids in tow exists in
our society, the Orthodox Superman ideal is alive and well as well.
Whether it is purely due to the numerous responsibilities of the
religious lifestyle or compounded by the complicated reality of the
21st century, the frum husband of today has more than a full plate.
The day is not only focused on getting to work, being at work, and
dealing with the stresses of work. Baruch Hashem, there are kids
to spend time with, learning and davening to make time for, and a
wife to connect with, who could also do with a date night and some
help around the house. There are community matters to address,
and there are financial obligations to attend to, all which fall under
their own unique category of “Orthonomics.” “Orthoman” leads a
morally upright life despite the temptations around him, some as
close to him as the phone in his pocket. And for the sake of his
physical and emotional health, he wants, in fact desperately needs,
to carve out time for self-care, exercise, and recreation. But how,
and when?
Some Suggestions
Redefine “working.” In a well-known letter written to Rav Yitzchok
Hutner, zt”l, a yeshiva graduate expresses his concerns about
having entered the workforce and feeling that he leads a “double
life.” In one world, he has his Torah and mitzvos, while in the other,
his job and other obligations. Rav Hutner suggests that the student
is simply viewing the respective roles incorrectly. There are not two
independent roles, but rather varying functions within the single
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role of being an eved Hashem. Rav Hutner proposes the metaphor
of describing the young man’s life as a house, and that broadening
his life by working is akin to adding on another room.2
I read this letter while I was still in seminary and it has never left
me – and it should be required reading for all seminary and yeshiva
students. Rav Hutner’s advice provides insight for all wives of baalei
batim and, of course, for baalei batim themselves, whether or
not they spent time learning in yeshiva before working. The chol
aspects of work and the kodesh aspects of life should not be viewed
as separate parts. They are all segments of a beautiful, broad life
being lived as an eved Hashem. One’s profession is nothing less
than a facet of one’s avoda. It is an extension of oneself – a manifestation of one’s strengths and talents. Having the opportunity to
work, on an ideal level, broadens one’s reality.
K’neh lecha chaver, “acquire a friend.” Neither men nor women
should underestimate the benefit of seeking out the friendship and
counsel of others. Baalei batim can benefit greatly from developing
friendships with others who share similar values and aspirations
and who also struggle with that work/life/learning balance. There
may be the friend who learns early in the morning, the neighbor
who jogs at night, the chavrusa who takes his family on outings on
Sunday afternoons. Mature adults, no less than youngsters, need
role models - and they can easily be found in real people in our
beautiful communities.
Conclusion
There is so much to admire in today’s baal habayis. The contributions he makes to Torah study, family, community, and the
world at large is laudable. To the baal habayis of today: Don’t be
2 Pachad Yitzchak, Letter 94
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overwhelmed by the numerous and potentially daunting responsibilities of the Torah-observant man. With guidance, seek a way
to balance, not juggle, the many blessings of your life. Be that
example to other baalei batim and, very importantly, to our youth
– both young men and women – of what it means to be an eved
Hashem who works for a living.
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Jewish Growth is Like Taking Out the Trash
Rabbi Arieh Friedner1
It happened again. David had just taken his first step towards
the kitchen to nobly empty the trash can when he heard his wife’s
crushing words, “David, could you take the trash out?” “Of course,”
said David, the smile on his face hiding his inner disappointment
at having lost the opportunity to help out in the kitchen of his own
volition.
Don’t get me wrong; there is a special honor in doing a good
deed when someone asks you to. But there’s just something
different about doing a nice thing without being told.
Judaism kind of feels like this, too.
When a Jewish person enters the world of Torah, there is an
initial phase where all one feels is the excitement of truth. As
we sing in NCSY, “It’s geshmak to be a Yid!” Judaism can be fun!
Shabbos can be freeing! But, eventually one realizes, we have to do
all these things. And that’s not easy to deal with.
The first Jews, though, didn’t even have this initial luxury.
“And they stood under the mountain.” (Exodus 19:17)
Rabbi Avdimi bar Hama bar Hasa said, “This teaches
that the Holy One, Blessed Be He, overturned the mountain upon them like an [inverted] cask, and said to them,
‘If you accept the Torah all is well, but if not, then there
will be your grave.’” Rabbi Aha bar Yaakov noted, “This
furnishes a strong protest against [observance of] the
Torah!” (Shabbat 88a)
1 Rabbi Arieh Friedner is the Managing Director of Cleveland NCSY, overseeing the
programs and mentorship of over 600 teens in Cleveland. He moved to Cleveland in 2008
from Jerusalem, where he and his wife lived for the previous four years.
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How could it be that a religion that we feel so excited to fulfill
started off as a complete demand? We didn’t even have a honeymoon period of excitement and personal fulfillment that comes
with voluntarily choosing to do something meaningful! For our
David, at least he had his initial hope of taking out the trash all
by himself. How great would it have felt when his wife would see
his contribution to cleanliness and say, “Thank you, David! I’m so
happy you helped clean up!” (Not an exaggeration of what makes
husbands feel good about themselves.) The Jewish people, however,
did not have this opportunity.
As the Gemara continues, this forced receiving of the Torah on
Shavuos is highlighted and contrasted by the story of Purim:
. . . Raba said, “Be that as it may, they accepted it in the
days of Achashverosh, for it is written, ‘the Jews observed
and accepted’ (Esther 9:27) – they [voluntarily and with
choice] upheld what they had already accepted [through
force].” (ibid)
Later in history, through the realization of G-d’s miracles, the
Jewish people would voluntarily “choose” to keep the laws of the
Torah. While Raba seeks to solve the problem of our having been
initially forced, his point actually highlights our difficulty. Even if we
later had the opportunity for active choice, at the beginning of our
history, we were forced to take the trash out. Where’s the meaning
in that?
As an unlikely parallel, we can consider what the laws of divorce
teach us about choices and mandates.
There is a tragic situation in the world today that many women are “chained” against their will, unable to remarry because of
their husbands’ cruel unwillingness to give them a proper halachic
divorce. Without getting into the nature of how such a thing is
currently possible, and without the time and space to go into the
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depths of how deplorable the author considers such an act to be,
the truth of the matter is that a halachic divorce does require a
voluntary act from the husband. He has to actively and voluntarily
give this contract of separation. If he doesn’t choose to do so, the
separation is incomplete.
In times of halachic control of the courts, the Rambam wrote
that in certain circumstances, it would be appropriate and even expected within the confines of Jewish law to literally beat such a
man until he would “volunteer” to write this divorce.
When a man whom the law requires to be compelled to
divorce his wife does not desire to divorce her, the court
should have him beaten until he says, “I want to!” - at
which time they should have a get written. The get is
acceptable. This applies at all times and in all places.
(Rambam, Laws of Divorce 2:20)
But does such a scenario sound voluntary? Certainly, this
couldn’t be an act of free will that we could call the choice of the
husband! The Rambam goes on to explain that in reality, any man
who values Torah observance would never want to deny his wife
a bill of divorce he is responsible to provide. It just happens to be
that his yetzer hara overcomes him; he is so wrapped up in his own
confusion, emotions, and pain in life that he’s led to making a bad
choice.
A person does not sin unless a spirit of foolishness enters
him. (Sotah 3a)
Hence, when he says, “OK, I’ll do it,” even under the stress of
the whip, what he’s actually doing is revealing the true depth of
his heart. He is not forced into agreement; rather, he had been
denying his true self. Of course he wants his wife to be free to marry
another. Of course on the inside of a human being, we’re all good
and want to do the right thing. The husband doesn’t really want to
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cause harm. Thus, when he writes the bill of divorce, even when
it appears that he’s being forced, we recognize the innermost part
of man and declare his outer willingness to be an expression of his
inner true desires.
With this view of the correlation between that which is forced
upon us and that which we truly want, we can understand the nature of Judaism’s forced observance of Torah. In my Rebbe’s words,
reflecting the idea of the Rambam, “G-d forced us to receive the
Torah on Shavuot, until we said, ‘I want to!’ on Purim.”
The truth is deep down we want to serve Hashem in every way
possible, even in the ways we don’t yet do very well. Why don’t
we focus when we pray? Why don’t we make time to learn just a
little more Torah than we do now? Why don’t we make sure we’re
treating everyone in our lives with the utmost respect – from our
parents to our children to our neighbors and peers? Only because
we’re not perfect yet. The Torah asks of us such beautiful ways to
follow the path of Hashem! We couldn’t create with our own creativity such beautiful lives as the Torah outlines and mandates for
us to do. The Torah itself points out that, after all, this entire structure of law, culture and customs exists uniquely “for your benefit!”
(Devarim 10:13)
We must be forced to act righteously, to follow a set of rules,
whether we understand them or not and whether we want to or
not. Even though we know what we want on the inside, if it were
left up to us we may not live up to the task. And that risk is too
great.
It feels good to take the trash out on our own. But at the end of
the day, the trash needs to go to the curb. It’s too important to risk.
One day each of us will reach our own Purim. One day we each
will say to ourselves, “Even if I weren’t mandated to keep the Torah,
I would still do every last thing, because I want to be righteous!”
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One day we’ll arrive at a place where our spirituality feels like a
complete normalcy, and not something that we have to strive to
accomplish. One day we will act perfectly in every way towards
ourselves, our friends, and our G-d. But until we’re there, we have
to create our own “Shavuot,” and hold a mountain over our own
heads.
We have to create situations in our lives where we force ourselves to keep Torah. We need to make public verbal commitments.
We need to find friends that we can ask to help create accountability
in our own spiritual habits. Now, as the New Year approaches, is the
time to set a standard for ourselves just beyond what we’re used
to, just beyond what we can handle. Commit to a learning partner.
Commit to a class. Commit to a deadline to finish that book. Find
something that you don’t 100% want to do, but you know deep
down it’s the right thing to do. Force yourself to make it happen.
What is that next plateau in your Jewish observance? What do you
struggle with right now, but if you would commit to it, perhaps in a
year it will be a simple habit?
G-d should help us that for now, we should be happy to take the
trash out, whether we’re told to or not. And one day, we should
merit to keep all the laws of the Torah that are mandated of us, and
to feel their beauty and excitement as if we were doing them all on
our own!
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Remembering Bernie Arshenovitz
Aryeh Weiss
Bernie and Hilda Arshenovitz, a"h, were foster parents who
served the Cleveland Jewish community. Over nearly 50 years, they
raised over 70 foster children in their house, in addition to their own
four children. Through hashgacha peratis, I was raised in their home
during the 1970s, during the time of the awakening of their own
Jewish identity and teshuvah process, through the writings of Rabbi
Meir Kahane, hy"d. Originally, the Arshenovitzes identified only as
nationalist Jews, with emphasis on Eretz Yisrael. Over time, they
realized that our nationalism has its source in the Torah. Hence,
learning Torah, Shabbos, and keeping kosher were nationalistic acts.
Bernie had a unique talent of using political Zionism as an outreach tool - not only for emotionally troubled youth, but also for
alienated Jews in the community at large. He taught that we are a
special people descended from prophets and kings, with a unique
language and land. He stressed the fact that Jews over the generations have made tremendous contributions for the good of mankind
- such as monotheism, the justice system, medicine, finance, etc.
- and that as a nation, we have nothing to apologize for. Through
his influence, dozens of Jews who initially could not relate to the
Torah enthusiastically embraced this radical approach to Judaism
and many became baalei teshuvah. Today, there are countless
grandchildren of those he influenced who are being raised in
Orthodox homes and attending day schools or yeshivas. Bernie's
knack for using Jewish pride as a therapeutic tool gave those he
influenced a positive identity to latch onto and saved countless
Jewish souls.
Bernie’s Maxims
1. The actions make the man
We are the sum total of our choices. Our behavior is what defines us.
Behavior cannot be separated from the individual. If you want to
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change your self-perception and how others perceive you, then
change your behavior.
2. Knowing when to detach
Do not make other people’s problems your own. Separate yourself emotionally from other people’s issues and you will not let
their nonsense affect your attitude or mood.
This choice is important on a national level, too. When we encounter anti-Semitism, it is easy to react by apologizing for who
we are, for our values. But why should we compromise our belief
system, our heritage, our G-d, to appease them? Any objection
is the other person’s problem; we can’t let it affect how we feel
about ourselves. We know the truth of who we are, and should not
let others define us. Others don’t have to like us, but they should
respect us – and we earn that respect by not compromising on
our values or hiding our identity. We wear yarmulkes with pride,
regardless of what anyone else thinks.
Bullies pick on the weak; we must be ready to defend ourselves.
When one Jew reacts passively to being attacked, he guarantees
the next Jew will also be attacked. After all, the bully suffered no
consequences. However, when one fights back, even if the victim
loses that battle, the bully will think twice before targeting the next
Jew. Self-defense becomes an act of ahavas Yisrael, demonstrating
our concern for the next Jew who might otherwise be attacked.
Now that we have a Jewish state, with a Jewish army, many may
still not like us, but we are certainly respected for our strength and
refusal to compromise who we are! If others desire Jewish friendship, then they have to demonstrate that they are worthy of our
mutual trust and support. Not the other way around.
3. Jewish Accountability
All Jews are judged by each Jew’s behavior; we have to recognize
that and our responsibility to behave in a way that will create a
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kiddush Hashem. We have to consider the consequences of our
choices before acting on them.
4. Accountability as empowerment
Do not blame others, including your parents, for your problems.
(For instance: “My father neglected me and my mother was a
drug addict, so that’s why I neglect my children and abuse drugs.”)
You can choose to follow their examples; or you can make the
choice not to.
As long as you choose to blame others, you will have no
incentive to change how you act. Only when you hold yourself
accountable will you empower yourself to make productive
changes in your attitudes and behaviors.
The value of accountability is important on the national plane
as well, as we should remember that our choices and behaviors
may be viewed as reflecting on all Jews. We must consider the
consequences of our choices before acting on them, to create
a kiddush Hashem and show the world a strong, committed,
empowered picture of the Jewish People.
5. Self-knowledge leads to self-worth
Do not compromise your fundamental principles and integrity.
In doing so, one destroys his own self-worth. Of course, first one
must decide what those principles are.
6. The importance of positive role models
Jewish youth need Jewish role model and heroes. They need to
see Jews who, when under the most dire circumstances, refused
to compromise their values and beliefs. These heroes must
include not only rabbis and those who defied the Nazis in the camps.
They must include those who fought and gave up their lives for
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the liberation of Eretz Yisrael.1 Otherwise, we run the risk of our
children (even frum ones) finding heroes in causes outside of our
value system, some of which may even be destructive.
7. The importance of honesty
Honesty is fundamental to character development. We must be
willing to identify our own shortcomings, admit our poor choices,
and decide not to repeat the same mistakes.
Honesty with others is critical to establishing and maintaining
healthy and intimate relationships.
8. The challenge and value of change
Work on Yourself. Change requires courage and effort. Often,
one must reject a lifetime of faulty beliefs and choices in order to
liberate oneself to make the correct choice. To admit one’s life has
been a lie is devastating, and many are unwilling to make such an
acknowledgement. Instead, they “double down,” reinforcing their
false value system and magnifying the destructive consequences
of their behavior.2 To admit one’s core beliefs are false takes guts.
No wonder Hashem holds baalei teshuva in such high esteem!3
We all have genetic personality traits. We are all born with
inclinations to varying degrees of happiness, sadness, confidence,
worry, generosity, and miserliness. Just because these traits are
innate, doesn’t mean we can’t manage them.4 These are the
unique challenges G-d gives to each individual. To overcome them,
we must acknowledge them and work on ourselves.
1 Because of Bernie’s unique world view, individuals such as the “Olei Hagardom” were household
names for us. These individuals were held up as heroes and role models for their self-sacrificial
devotion to Israel and the Jewish people.
2 Moreh Nevuchim, part 1, 31:3: “We naturally like what we have been accustomed to, and are
attracted towards it. . . . The same is the case with those opinions of man to which he has been
accustomed from his youth; he likes them, defends them, and shuns the opposite views. This is
likewise one of the causes which prevent men from finding truth, and which make them cling to
their habitual opinions.” (Translation from www.sefaria.org.)
3 As stated in Berachos 34b: . צדיקים גמורים אינם עומדין, במקום שבעלי תשובה עומדין:אמר ר' אבהו
4 See Rambam Mishna Torah Hilchot De’ot chapter 1.
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Jewish Contributions
During the American Civil War
William A. Evans1
The American Civil War was a cataclysmic event that shaped
the United States of America and, by extension, the world today.
The Jewish people, despite their relative numerical insignificance,
had a disproportionately large role in the course of the conflict.
There were myriad ways in which the Jewish contribution manifested
itself. The length of this article does not allow for a full treatment
of the subject, although the hope is that it will stimulate further
discussion and research on the part of the readers.
The infamous incident of General Grant’s unfortunate General
Order Number 11,2 expelling the Jews from his military district,
is the starting point for many a conversation about the perception of the Jew and his treatment in the United States during the
19th Century in general, and in the midst of the American Civil War
specifically. The common misconception is that the Jews were, at
best, considered a necessary evil, a people to be tolerated when
convenient, because someone had to run the camp’s sutler store.3
Nothing could be further from the truth.
In fact, Jewish people served as faithfully as their Christian countrymen, if not more so, and contributed tremendously to the war
effort -- both in its successful prosecution by the North and in its
valiant defense by the South.
1

2
3

William Evans is a Cleveland business owner (Plaza Auto Leasing Midwest) whose true passion 		
is history and education. His specific area of interest is Jewish and American history, and he has
published a collection of short historical fiction stories entitled “Abraham’s Shield” which is
available on Amazon. He lives in University Heights with his beautiful wife, Ariella, and a gaggle 		
of kids. He is currently working on his second book, “Charlie Bird,” a work of historical fiction.
http://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/grant-expels-jews-from-tennessee-kentucky-and-mississippi
The term refers to a type of roving general store which followed the armies in camp and field 		
during a campaign and provided a much needed morale boost to the troops in both armies.
The etymology of the word itself has negative connotations, perhaps derived from the Dutch term
for “dirty.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sutler
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First, the numbers. The Jewish people in the United States at the
beginning of hostilities numbered about 150,000 people. According
to the census of 1860,4 this puts the Jewish people at approximately
.5% of a population of 30 million, which would normally be considered statistically insignificant.
To illustrate how small this number is, we need only look to
the most recent U.S. census in 2010.5 The total number of people
identifying themselves as American Indian or Alaskan Native is
2,932,248, or about .9% of the population. How many of us can
count someone of this descent among our acquaintances? Very
few.
According to Simon Wolf’s book, The American Jew as Patriot,
Soldier, and Citizen,6 there were at least 7,000 Jewish soldiers who
fought for the North and 3,000 for the South. All told, that would be
10,000 men who took up arms, or about 6.67% of the total Jewish
population of 150,000.
According to History.net, the number of soldiers who fought
in the war was 2.75 million,7 and given that the population of the
United States (both sides) was 30 million, we find that 9.16% of the
total population fought at some time during the war.
Therefore, the Jewish contribution in manpower was certainly
in line with the contribution of the general population, although
as will be shown, their effect on the war and its outcome were far
greater than their numeric representation. These contributions can
be distilled into four main categories: military, financial, spiritual,
and political.
Let us take a look at each of these in greater detail.
4
5
6
7

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1860_United_States_Census
https://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-02.pdf
You can read this fascinating book in its entirety online at:
https://books.google.com/books?id=qULB1Cr-Ef8C&pg=PR3#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://www.historynet.com/civil-war-soldiers
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MILITARY
Jewish soldiers fought alongside their countrymen in the trenches
of Petersburg,8 fought in the Western Theater at the bloody Battle
of Chickamauga,9 pushed back McClellan's mighty Army of the
Potomac during the Seven Days Battles,10 and warded off Robert E.
Lee’s attacks during Grant’s Wilderness Campaign.11
Some facts will be sufficient to demonstrate that the Jewish
soldier, both North and South, performed as gallantly as any group
during the conflict.
The North could count nine generals of Hebrew lineage out of
several hundred, which was no small feat considering the extremely
small number of Jewish soldiers. Considering the small number of
Jews in the Army, there should not have been even one general.
Jews demonstrated bravery and participation in battle at lower
ranks, as well. The Medal of Honor was created by Congress and
awarded "to such non-commissioned officers and privates as shall
most distinguish themselves by their gallantry in action and other
soldier-like qualities during the present insurrection."12 Of the
1,522 Medals of Honor awarded during the Civil War, at least five
were awarded to soldiers that could claim Jewish descent, which is
in line with the overall Jewish population percentage. 13
Major General Oliver O. Howard wrote in response to a query
from Simon Wolf that “it is impossible to do justice to those who
served under my command who are known to be of Hebrew
extraction.” He continues, “I had a Jewish Aide D’Camp,14 one of the
bravest and best in the First Battle of Bull Run.” Further on in the
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/lee.htm
http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/knefler.html
http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/kursheedt4.html
http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/ben.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medal_of_Honor
http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/moh.html
An Aide D’Camp is a military term for executive assistant.
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same letter he assures Wolf “that, intrinsically, there are no more
patriotic men to be found in the country than those who claim to
be of Hebrew descent.”15
The children of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob comprised a mere
.025% of the Union Army (7,000 of 2 million16), yet their actions
were so conspicuous that a Major General who commanded
thousands in the field noticed in the heat of battle and testified to
their patriotism and bravery.
The Confederacy had its share of Jewish soldiers as well.
Not only did 3,000 Jews take up arms for their native southern
states, but the high-ranking Surgeon General of the Confederacy
and Quartermaster General were both Jewish.
There is a famous request, sent by Rabbi M.J. Michelbacher of
Richmond, Virginia to Robert E. Lee during the Siege of Petersburg
(June 1864 - March 1865), that the Jewish soldiers be given leave
for Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur. The General sent back a
respectful refusal, stating:
I feel assured that neither you or any member of the
Jewish congregation would wish to jeopardize a cause
you have so much at heart by the withdrawal even for a
season of a portion of its defenders.17
The language that General Lee uses can only be interpreted as
an acknowledgement of the great Jewish contribution to the cause,
by the war’s foremost practitioner. The refusal indicates that,
although the Jews numbered a very small portion of his troops,
they were necessary to the successful defense of the Confederacy.
The above demonstrates a military contribution far greater than
troop numbers alone.
15 Patriot, Soldier and Citizen, p. 99
16 https://books.google.com/books?id=qULB1Cr-Ef8C&pg=PR3#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://www.historynet.com/civil-war-soldiers
17 http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/lee.htm which cites THE HISTORY OF THE JEWS OF
RICHMOND by Herbert Ezekiel and Gaston Lichtenstein, 1917 as the source.
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FINANCIAL
The war was the most massive economic undertaking up until
that point in history. Neither the Napoleonic Wars, the Persian
invasions, the conquests of Rome, or the Mongol Hordes required
as many resources to maintain the continuation of conflict as did
the American Civil War.
Napoleon used to say that “an army marches on its stomach.”18
This means that an army can only be successful if well provisioned.
When that statement was written, it meant living off of the land the
army travelled through, taking from the inhabitants and foraging.
During the Civil War, however, it was impossible to forage for all of
the army’s needs. The country where the war was fought was often
denuded of supplies. As such, provisions needed to be brought in
for the advancing (or retreating) armies via ship, train, or wagon.
These had to be purchased from various sources, and when there
is a need for buying on a large scale, there is an increased need for
credit. The Federal Government's tax revenue was insufficient to
cover the costs, and the Confederacy had even more pressing issues as a self-imposed cotton embargo19 severely limited available
cash for the country’s needs.
This is where banks came into the picture and where the Jews
made their financial mark on the conflict.20 One Jewish bank that
negotiated credit for the United States with Europe was a New
York house called Speyer & Co.21 Their efforts resulted in large
sums being raised from the Jewish network of European banks.
18 http://www.encyclopedia.com/humanities/dictionaries-thesauruses-pictures-and-pressreleases/army-marches-its-stomach
19 In this ill-advised move made by the Confederate Congress, all cotton export from the South was
cut off for the purpose of forcing the European powers to intercede on the Southern side.
Needless to say, it failed miserably and bankrupted the Confederacy, making the need for loans
even more pressing. For more on this topic, see: http://essentialcivilwarcurriculum.com/cotton.html
20 See Encyclopedia Judaica, volume 4 page 178 for an article on Jewish banking in the United States
during this time period.
21 http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/banking-and-bankers
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Other Jewish banks instrumental in raising capital for the North
included August Belmont & Co. headed by August Belmont, a
German banker and protégé of the Rothschild family, and J. & W.
Seligman, which raised large sums for the Federal Government
both during and after the Civil War.
The Jewish house of Erlanger Co., although a European concern,
was able to obtain large loans for the Confederacy.
SPIRITUAL
When the war began in 1861, it quickly became apparent that
there was a need for spiritual and moral support for the soldiers
in the field. Chaplains had been a part of the U.S. Army since
Revolutionary War days, but it wasn’t until the Civil War that the
clergy obtained official recognition as members of the army, joining
as privates.
Originally, however, the post was reserved for “ordained
ministers” of the Christian faith. It wasn’t until July 17, 1862 that
the U.S. (Northern) ordinance was changed to “any religious
denomination,” provided they were endorsed by their respective
denominational body. This was due to the protestations of influential rabbis and Jewish leaders.22 Therefore, all non-Protestant
chaplains have the Jews to thank for their ability to serve soldiers
of their own faiths.
The observance of our unique holidays presented another
manner in which the Jewish influence was strongly felt during the
conflict between the states.
An interesting letter exists regarding the 1862 Passover seder
of one Union soldier from Cleveland. (Even then, C-Town was on
the Jewish map!) It recounts the trials that the Hebrew members
of the regiment went through in order to obtain matza and other
22 http://www.haaretz.com/jewish/this-day-in-jewish-history/1.547680
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provisions for their seder. They were ultimately successful, although
in a rather creative manner. For instance, a brick was used to
represent charoses.
The missive contains the line: “There, in the wild woods of West
Virginia, away from home and friends, we consecrated and offered
up to the ever-loving G-d of Israel our prayers and sacrifice.” These
acts must have impressed upon the non-Jewish soldiers the lengths
to which Jews will go to serve Hashem!
Similar evidence can be found regarding the Jewish soldiers from
the South. An Orthodox Jew named Isaac Levy, in a letter entitled
“Confederate Passover,” tells of a mix-up as to when the first day
of Passover fell. Although the soldiers were still able to have their
seder at the appropriate time, they had to pay the exorbitant price
of $2 per pound of matzah, equivalent to $30.77 today!23
Again, we see the self-sacrifice and effort necessary to observe
a holiday, which must have caused many a raised eyebrow in the
Confederacy!
Finally, no discussion of the American Civil war and the spiritual
impact the descendants of Abraham had on the war would be
complete without touching on the debate about slavery.24 Whether
or not slavery was the main cause of the war is a subject of
debate. Some contend states’ rights, or a clash between industrial
and agrarian societies, were the main causes. Whatever way one
defines the main reasons for the conflict, slavery and the treatment
of humans as property was certainly a spiritual as well as a political
question, and the rabbis of the time debated the issue hotly.
23 http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/seder.html; Inflation calculation from
http://www.davemanuel.com/inflation-calculator.php
24 More on this subject here: http://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/jews-in-the-civil-war/
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The most famous of these debates was between Rabbi Morris
Jacob Raphall25 (Orthodox), who supported slavery as biblically
mandated, and Rabbi David Einhorn26 (Reform), who opposed
slavery. It may seem contradictory for any Rabbi to advocate for
slavery, especially since Rabbi Raphall hailed from New York in
the North and Rabbi Einhorn from Baltimore (which was a slaveholding state, albeit a Northern one). One must understand the
historical context under which the statements were made. This
discussion was not a discussion about slavery, although it may seem
so on the surface, but rather about tradition. The entire conflict
was essentially a war of the traditionalists (the South) against the
modernizers (the North). The South was an agrarian society holding
onto its practices, of which slavery was a very important part. The
North was an industrial society that had no need for the antiquated
ways of their southern brethren or their "curious institution"
(slavery). It therefore stands to reason that Jewish approaches also
aligned with different emphases on adherence to tradition. The
Orthodox rabbi pushed for a more literal interpretation of the
biblical texts, while the Reform rabbi discarded not only the ideology
of slavery but also the import of the Bible's own rules regarding
slavery.
These public discussions, as they were printed in well-read
papers of the time, spilled into the consciousness of the general
public and certainly must have had an impact on the populace and
their spiritual attitude towards slavery.
POLITICAL
When one discusses politics during the Civil War in light of Jewish
25 Benjamin, Judah P. "Slavery and the Civil War: Part II" in United States Jewry, 1776-1985:
The Germanic Period, Jacob Rader Marcus (Ed.), Wayne State University Press, 1993, pp. 17-19.
See also Adams, Maurianne (1999). Strangers & neighbors: relations between Blacks & Jews in the
United States. University of Massachusetts Press, pp. 190–194.
26 http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/raphall.html. This quote speaks volumes about Rabbi
Raphall’s interpretation of the Bible as regards slavery and its place in society: “(S)lave-holding is
not only recognized and sanctioned as an integral part of the social structure.”
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contributions, Judah P. Benjamin is the first name that comes to
most minds. A non-practicing Jew, he was known as the “brains
of the Confederacy.”27 Most, if not all, of the high-level decisions
made by the Confederate government during the Civil War passed
through the hands of this former U.S. senator and lawyer. As
Secretary of War and then Secretary of State for the Confederacy,
he was, without exaggeration, President Davis’ right hand man.
Benjamin was one of the most influential personages in any
political capacity during the war, but he was far from only one.
Abraham Jonas,28 for one, influenced Lincoln greatly. As a fellow
Illinois politician, he helped engineer Lincoln’s election, which in
turn led to many significant political outcomes, of which the war
was the main and most impactful.
One should not discount the effect as well of rabbinic discussions
and debates, supporting either the Union or Southern secession, before and during the war. Much like the rabbinic / Christian
debates of the Middle Ages,29 the public nature of these arguments
changed the everyday man’s opinion about what was happening,
and thus their vote. Rabbi Samuel Mayer Isaacs, for example,
wrote an editorial in the April 26, 1861 Jewish Messenger entitled
“Stand by the Flag,” exhorting the Jewish People to join in the Union
war effort:
The time is past for forbearance and temporizing. We
are now to act, and sure we are, that those whom these
words may reach, will not be backward in realizing the
duty that is incumbent upon them—to rally as one man
for the Union and the Constitution.30
27 http://www.myjewishlearning.com/article/judah-p-benjamin/ If one wishes to read more about
this fascinating personality, Judah P. Benjamin - Jewish Confederate is available in its entirety
here: https://books.google.com/books?id=Iv8qYPusXWcC&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false
28 http://www.haaretz.com/jewish/books/.premium-1.756054
29 An example of these debates can be found at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disputation_of_Barcelona
30 http://www.jewish-history.com/civilwar/standby.htm
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This editorial certainly would have had an effect on those who
read it, and caused them to cast votes for those who favored a war
to keep the Union together.
Likewise, in Baltimore, Rabbi Bernard Illowy gave a sermon at
the Lloyd Street Synagogue on January 4th, 1861 (on a National
Fast Day requested by Abraham Lincoln31), that proved very
popular with secessionist Jews.32 He was asked to give the talk at
various other locations following the positive reception received at
the time. Rabbi Illowy’s speech contained the following influential
passage with which to inspire those of the Hebrew faith to vote
with their fellow Southern citizens:
Who can blame our brethren of the South for seceding
from a society whose government cannot, or will not,
protect the property rights and privileges of a great
portion of the Union against the encroachments of a
majority misguided by some influential, ambitious aspirants
and selfish politicians who, under the color of religion
and the disguise of philanthropy, have thrown the country into a general state of confusion, and millions into
want and poverty?33
Finally, the question of servitude was, at the time, the main
issue presented to the public as the cause of the war therefore, the
attitude of the Jewish community towards slavery was politically
important.34 The Jews had influence, and - as evidenced above
by the acquiescence of the Northern war department regarding
Jewish chaplains - when they spoke, the politicians listened.
31
32
33
34

http://www.abrahamlincolnonline.org/lincoln/speeches/fast.htm
http://www.jewish-history.com/Illoway/sermon.html
Ibid.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jewish_views_on_slavery#Abolition_debate
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CONCLUSION
Though the percentage of Jews who fought was consistent with
that of the general population, the impact was far greater than
it should have been from a strictly numerical perspective. The
population itself contributed their men, blood, and sweat to the
military effort. In the financial realm, the funding of a war effort
unparalleled in history brought the Jewish bankers and financiers
into direct contact with the government, and it can be said without
exaggeration that without their participation, the war would never
have been won by the North nor carried on so long by the South.
From the rabbinate came spiritual leadership and motivation to
first pursue a war and then to continue its prosecution until its conclusion. Finally, the political efforts of the children of Abraham led
to outcomes, as with Judah P. Benjamin and Abraham Jonas, which
could not have been achieved without their input.
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Greeks & Jews: Two Civilizations,
Two Worldviews
Alan Goldman1
(1)
I recently read a book about Homer and his world, Why Homer
Matters by Adam Nicolson.2 This came after (finally) reading The
Odyssey and wanting to learn more about its meaning and cultural
context.
Homer’s long poem, The Odyssey, describes the wanderings of
Odysseus as he seeks to return to Greece after years of fighting
in the Trojan War. According to Nicolson, both The Odyssey and
its companion poem, The Iliad, show us a society that is centered
on the ideal of the hero. This individual is physically and mentally
strong, and manifests that strength by using both physical and
verbal violence against others. His aim is not merely to defend
his land and people; rather, he seeks out opportunities for combat
so as to display his capabilities and thereby attain honor and glory.
The central figures in both works – Achilles in the Iliad, and
Odysseus himself – reflect these ideals.
Nicolson contrasts this warrior ethos to those of other ancient
cultures, including that of our ancestors, Bnai Yisrael. He presents
the story of David & Goliath, well known to us from Shmuel Aleph,
as reflecting a clash between Greek and Jewish approaches to
battle, and the values each reflects.
1
2

Alan has a BA from Columbia University, an MSW from Yeshiva University, and a JD
from Case Western Reserve University. He works in the nonprofit sector and is a long
time gabbai at the Hashkama Minyan at the Beachwood branch of Young Israel.
Henry & Holt & Co., 2014.
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(2)
According to one major theory, the Philistines (Goliath’s people)
originated in the area around the Aegean Sea and sailed over the
Mediterranean to eventually arrive and settle in the area near
today’s Gaza Strip. The text spends some time describing Goliath’s
appearance:
A champion went out from the Philistine camp. His name
was Goliath, from Gath. His height was six cubits and a
span.
He had a bronze helmet upon his head. He was clad
with a coat of mail, and the weight of the coat was five
thousand shekels of bronze.
He had bronze coverings upon his legs, and a bronze
javelin between his shoulders.
The shaft of his spear was like a weaver's beam; and
his spear's head weighed six hundred shekels of iron...
(Shmuel Aleph 17:4-7)3
This fellow is awfully scary, and he knows it. Both his appearance and his subsequent pugnacious words are intended to
intimidate his enemies. He says in pasuk 10, “I taunt the armies of
Israel today. Give me a man and let us fight!” This “trash-talking,”
as we would call it today, is part of his warrior persona: by his curses and threats, he displays his courage. He can thus be seen as a
prototypical Greek hero.
By contrast, the future King David is portrayed as an anti-warrior.
He attempts to put on Shaul’s armor, but he can't use it:
3

This translation, as well as others from the Navi, is adapted from www.mechon-mamre.org.
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Saul dressed David with his [own] armor. He put a brass
helmet on his head, and clad him with a coat of mail.
David girded his sword upon the armor, and was not able
to go, because he was not experienced. David said to
Saul: 'I cannot go with these; for I am not experienced
[with them].' David took them off. (ibid. pesukim 38- 39)
David cannot fight like a Greek; he cannot be made into a Goliath.
For his part, Goliath is offended that the Jews put up someone
like David to face him: “Am I a dog, that you come against me
with sticks??” he roars (ibid. pasuk 43). Glory for the proud Greek
soldier must be achieved against a fitting enemy.
As we know, David prevails. Nicolson sees this victory as a statement by the Tanach that Greek heroism is "weak and bombastic
compared to the clarity and strength of the pious mind."
That “clarity and strength” comes from faith in G-d’s assistance.
David expresses this confidence earlier in the episode, in a conversation with Shaul:
David said to Shaul: 'Your servant kept his father's sheep;
and when there came a lion, or a bear, and took a lamb
out of the flock.
I went out after him, and smote him, and delivered it out
of his mouth; and when he arose against me, I caught
him by his beard, and smote him, and killed him. . . .
David said: 'The L-rd that delivered me out of the paw of
the lion, and out of the paw of the bear, He will deliver
me out of the hand of this Philistine.' (ibid. pesukim 34-37).
The episode is meant to teach us that because G-d is with David,
the lightly-armed boy can prevail over the armor-laden champion.
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(3)
This unexpected reading of the famous story led me to think
further about how Greeks and their culture are treated in our
sacred literature.
In the Talmud, Greek culture is often seen as a counterpoint
to Jewish culture. The Hanukkah story is a clear example of this
conflict, since it shows a direct clash between the two.4 When
we discuss this clash, we highlight the Greeks' polytheism, their
relationship to their deities,5 and the importance they placed on
both the body and on aesthetics.
A prohibition on studying "Greek wisdom" is mentioned in the
Talmud a number of times. For example, in Bava Kamma 83a, we
find “Cursed is he who teaches his son Greek wisdom,” with a historical anecdote explaining why this is so. Although there are many
opinions regarding the specific content of this wisdom,6 it was
viewed negatively, as something that either was opposed to the
Torah, or at the least detracted from time spent engaging in Torah
learning. In our times, it would seem that the prevailing approach
defines “Greek wisdom” narrowly, in a way that does not invalidate
entire bodies of knowledge such as math, science, and history.7
4
5
6

7

Although the story is more complex than that, since there was a conflict within the Jewish
people about accepting Hellenist values.
Rabbi Sacks points out that the Greeks’ gods were sources of power, and therefore had to
be appeased, but they were not viewed as models of a moral life. http://www.rabbisacks.
org/credo-why-the-ancient-greeks-were-wrong-about-morality/.
There are several shiurim found at YUTorah that address this issue. I also benefited
from Eliyahu Krakowski’s article, “How Much Greek in ‘Greek Wisdom’? On the Meaning
of Hokhmat Yevanit”, at http://seforim.blogspot.com/2011/12/how-much-greek-in-greekwisdom-on.html.
It is worth noting that Western educational traditions rest on foundations that are very
specifically Greek. Greek-language texts are the starting point for many area of study,
including history, philosophy, and others. For instance, ‘Classics,” by definition, means
Greek and Roman works. The traditional Western university acknowledges its Greek roots
in other ways as well – for example, through the architecture of its buildings, and in the
names given to fraternities and sororities.
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Like these areas of academics, the values that we associate with
the Greeks are not unknown to the Torah – and therefore they need
not be considered fundamentally tamei (impure). For example,
aesthetics are valued as an enhancement to mitzvot 8 and, at least
to some thinkers, for their inherent worth.9 Crucially, though, these
ideals must be connected to a broader code of morals. And even
as we fully inhabit the Greek-based culture around us, we need to
ask how all of our choices mesh with the values that we maintain
as observant Jews.10
I heard a similar idea from my teacher, Rabbi Moshe Berger,
who notes that ‘knowledge’ in the modern Western mind means
personal enlightenment – knowledge for its own sake. There is
no imperative to share the knowledge you have acquired. Additionally, even achieving such enlightenment does not necessarily
translate into leading a moral life. As a result, we can (and do)
find educated individuals who violate basic moral standards. Their
intellectual development has not penetrated to their core selves,
nor to their behavior. However, from a Jewish perspective, Torah
must be, as Rabbi Berger frequently says, “mediated through us” –
that is, we must be exemplars of the values we have learned. These
values are embedded in the knowledge that we derive from studying
Torah, whether we are deriving explicit moral lessons from stories in
Chumash, or exploring the moral assumptions that underlie ‘drier’
sections of Jewish law.
8
9

See the interpretation of “zeh E- li v’anvehu” in Talmud Bavli Shabbat 133b.
R’ Jonathan Sacks, “The Aesthetic in Judaism”, at https://www.ou.org/torah/parsha/rabbisacks-on-parsha/the_aesthetic_in_judaism/ (citing Michael Wyschogrod) and R’ Berel
Wein, “Ascetics and Aesthetics”, at http://www.rabbiwein.com/blog/ascetics-andaesthetics-372.html (“Beauty, design, harmony, and cleanliness are all part of a Torah way
of life”).
10 See, for example, Rav Aharon Lichtenstein zt’l, Judaism and Greek Culture (1974), at
http://etzion.org.il/en/judaism-and-greek-culture-0. (“Greek values were not completely
wicked; rather, they were flawed, incomplete, and imbalanced.”)
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Melding a life of Torah observance with participation in the
non-Jewish society around us – often expressed in the phrase
“Torah U’madda” (Torah and broad knowledge) – requires ongoing
discernment. We realize the ideal most successfully when madda
enriches our understanding of Torah, while Torah informs which
elements of madda we accept and which we avoid. Our encounter with Greece then does not become a “clash of civilizations,”
but a manifestation of the verse in Breishit 9:26, “G-d should be
good to Yefet, and he will dwell in the tents of Shem.” Yefet, one of
Noah’s sons, is the progenitor of the Greeks, and Shem, another
son (from whose name is derived the word ‘Semitic’), is the ancestor of the Jews. The pasuk is taken by rabbinic commentators
to mean that the beauty associated with Greek culture is to be
incorporated within a Torah-based framework, represented by the
"tents" of Shem.
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